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INTRODUCTION 
Daily living consists of performance of many activities requiring 
sight. Light activates the physiological process in the eye, giving rise 
to the sensation of sight. According to Logan (47, p. 19), "Vision cannot 
operate without light; and safe, successful, objective orientation in a 
physiologically normal person is principally a matter of proper lighting." 
The stimulating effect of light on human organisms is manifested in 
physiological, psychological and social reactions of individuals. The ef­
fects of light are seen in relation to health, learning efficiency and 
mental processes, longevity and accident prevention, micro-eye movements, 
enzyme production, muscular tension, heart rate and toxin build-up (6, 7, 
17, 28, 33, 47, 48, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63 and 75). 
Lighting is a most important element of man's optimum climate. 
Lighting has a significant role in modern building which according to Pitch 
(16) "...acts as a selective filter which takes the load of the natural 
environment off man's body and frees his energies for social productivity". 
Fitch (16) states; "Lighting regulates the body's visual traffic with its 
environment, both the voluntary, conscious visual traffic and the enormously 
greater, below-threshold, involuntary traffic." Logan (48) supports Fitch 
by explaining further that light operates the "voluntary sight sense" and 
helps to influence and regulate various physiological operations within the 
body which affect long term health. According to Putnam (68) the greatest 
percentage of impressions reaching the brain come from the seeing process. 
Since seventy-five percent of our activity depends on the eyes and seventy-
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five percent of the stimulus to the brain comes through the eyes, good 
lighting affects all phases of daily living. Since the critical visual 
tasks are increasing in number and time duration, the need for the best 
seeing conditions is greater than ever, and the consequences arising from 
failure to provide them will be increasingly serious for those who are in­
volved in critical visual tasks. 
Light is also an element of design which should be used for visual 
comfort and to achieve desirable emotional responses from the lighted en­
vironment. The IBS Lighting Handbook (35, p. 15.3) supports this idea by 
reporting that, "Light has certain characteristics that affect the mood and 
atmosphere of space influencing the emotional responses of the people who 
occupy the space." 
Lighting is good only when it is suitable in both quality and 
quantity for two purposes; for creating good environmental brightness which 
is comfortable for the user and for permitting a high degree of efficiency 
in seeing whatever is of special interest or importance. According to Peet 
and Thye (65, p. 302), 
Desirable illumination implies light of good quality and of 
adequate quantity so shaded and directed that it is sufficient 
for carrying on any occupation after dark without strain upon 
eyes or on the nerves. 
Light for seeing may be considered as light for the formation of ideas 
necessary for subsequent action. In everyday life there are many instances 
when too little light reduces the information available from the environment 
to a degree that the formation of ideas resulting from visual impressions 
is difficult or even impossible, limiting future action, Kraehenbuehl (44, 
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p. 51) states, "...when light of the optimum intensity and geometry is added, 
visible ideas may be formed easily, quickly and to the extent of our own 
capacity more or less completely." 
Visual work requires energy consumption just as does physical work. 
Logan (48, p. 160) states: 
There is a consumption of a quarter of the bodily energy in the 
processes of seeing when vision is normal and illumination is 
sufficient. That is, 25% of our calorie intake is used to 
power our eyes under optimum conditions. Under sub-optimum conditions, 
more is used. That is, the oculomotor system has to rob other bodily 
functions to keep the eyes going and so excess fatigue develops. 
This causes slower reactions with greater susceptibility to errors 
and accidents. It also increases the toxins the kidneys have to 
handle and speeds up their rate of degeneration. The effect can 
be so great as to force people to give up close work after a few 
hours of effort per day. 
On the other hand, increased light results in more efficient physiological 
action so that less energy need be expended to meet the demands made on 
the body by its external environment, the optimum balance between the body's 
internal economy and the pressure of its environment is more easily achieved 
and there is lower calorie need and slower fatigue toxin build up. There­
fore anyone who uses his eyes extensively should maintain proper illumina­
tion of these visual tasks so that excessive fatigue can be avoided. 
During the greater portion of the school year home work must be done 
under artificial lighting. The hours of home study increase as educational 
level progresses. Luckiesh and Moss (51) report marked increase in the 
number of near-sighted students as the educational level increases. They 
(51, pp. 7, 16) state; 
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poor seeing conditions, due to inadequate light and improper 
lighting are responsible in part for the relatively high 
percentage of eye defectiveness.,.and eye defects such as 
nearsightedness, increase rapidly from grade to grade. About 
one out of every four has measurable eye-defects at graduation 
from high school. This ratio increases to nearly one out of 
three when young people are graduating from college. 
The greater prevalence of eye-strain troubles and eye defects in occupa­
tions where the tasks of seeing are obviously severe, is a strong indica­
tion that the magnitude of such defects and possibly their number are pre­
ventable to some extent, possibly by improving the seeing conditions. 
The author, having spent most of her school years in India, has ob­
served that people are not vision conscious and so have not distinguished 
between mere light and adequate light. On every hand,, people are found 
not only using their eyes to see fine details under inadequate lighting,, 
but misusing their eyes in many other ways. It has also been observed in 
some cases that little attention is given to special lighting arrangements 
for students residing in homes and hostels in Baroda, India. Study hours 
for these students involve critical eye work, fixed position and mental at-
tentiveness. As the tasks which need closer vision increase in number, 
variety, duration and severity, a simple planned study center that provides 
the best possible lighting, opportunity for the most comfortable posture and 
the least visual and mental distraction is of utmost importance. 
it has been observed in the past that some glaring inadequacies are 
prevalent even in the basic requisite of lighting for study. Many students 
are able to attain but small fractions of recommended amounts of light due 
to the low wattage prevalent in luminaires used for study. The lag in 
technological development in the production of good lighting fixtures, the 
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inadequate supply of electricity coupled with the increasing cost of light­
ing a home and the general lack of vision consciousness among people are 
probably the contributing factors to poor lighting conditions in residences 
in India. In many cases students study on a bed or divan, at a dining table 
or in other areas of the room that are not lighted adequately for the 
purposes. In hostels there is at least provision of a study desk and chair, 
but these are only the start for good study conditions. According to 
Harmon (28), lighting, which has a bearing on posture and attitude as well 
as seeing, has to be considered as a dominant element in study. 
Considering the importance of lighting to human welfare, especially 
for students, the author wanted to identify the existing lighting conditions 
for study in the residences of students of the Faculty of Home Science, 
M.S. University of Baroda, India. Based on the existing conditions, prob­
lems can be identified in relation to known standards for good lighting. 
The author assumes that this study may help to create an awareness among 
students, homemakers and authorities concerned with hostel administration, 
of the existing problems in lighting arrangements for studying in residences. 
The author further assumes that a worthwhile contribution would result from 
developing a resource unit for use at the undergraduate level in teaching 
residential lighting for study purposes. Students may be able to make simple 
improvements in lighting if they are aware of the deficiencies and problems. 
The objectives of the present study are: 
1. To investigate the lighting conditions for studying at a table for the 
third-year home science students in their residences by: 
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a. Determining the quantity and quality of light available for 
studying with artificial light 
b. Evaluating these lighting conditions according to the criteria 
set up by the Illuminating Engineering Society and.Indian 
Standards Institution 
c. Identifying the problem areas related to lighting practices. 
2. To determine study practices in residences in terms of: 
a. Duration of study time 
b. Type of lighting used for studying 
c. Space available for individual use and location of study area. 
3. To determine the knowledge of the students in regard to lighting for 
studying at the table. 
4. To determine relationships between different variables. 
5. To make suggestions for improving lighting for studying at the table. 
In addition to conducting the study to achieve the above objectives, 
findings of the study were to be utilized in the development of a resource 
guide for teaching residential lighting for study at the undergraduate 
level. The resource guide is not a part of this dissertation. 
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DEFINITIONS OF TEEMS USED 
Definitions of the principal terms used in the following sections of 
the text are mostly taken from lES Lighting Handbook (35) and are stated 
here to facilitate understanding for the reader. 
Accommodation; the process by which the eye changes focus for objects at 
various distances, involving changes in the shape and position of 
the crystalline lens. 
Adaptation: the process by which the eye adapts itself to light, involving 
primarily a change in the photo receptors. 
Brightness; the luminous flux per unit of projected area per unit solid 
angle. 
Brightness ratio; (.luminance ratio) the ratio between the photometric 
brightness of any two relatively large areas in the visual field. 
Diffuse transmission; the process by which a portion of the incident flux 
is re-emitted from a surface or medium on the non-incident side in a 
non"image-forming state. 
Fluorescent lamp; an electric discharge lamp in which a fluorescing coat­
ing (phosphor) transforms some of the ultraviolet energy generated 
by the discharge into light. 
F'o o tcandle; the unit of illumination when the foot is the unit of length; 
the illumination on a surface of one square foot area on which is 
uniformly distributed a flux of one lumen, it equals one lumen per 
square foot. 
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Footlambert: A unit of brightness of a surface or of a light source. One 
footlambert equals one lumen per square foot if total reflection. 
Glare: the effect of brightness or brightness differences within the 
visual field sufficiently high to cause annoyance, discomfort or 
loss of visual performance. 
Direct glare: glare resulting from high-brightness or insufficiently 
shielded light sources in the field of view, or reflecting areas of 
high brightness and large area. 
Reflected glare: glare resulting from specular reflections of high bright­
ness sources in polished surfaces, in the field of view. 
General lighting: lighting designed to provide a uniform level of il­
lumination throughout the area involved. 
Incandescent filament lamp: a lamp in which light is produced by a fila­
ment heated to incandescence by the flow of an electric current 
through it. 
Lamp: an artificial source of light. 
Lumen: the unit of luminous flux equal to the flux emitted through a 
solid angle from a uniform point source of one candle. 
Luminaire: a complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp or lamps to­
gether with the parts designed to distribute the light, to position 
and protect the lamp(s) and to connect the lamps to the power supply. 
Portable lighting: lighting equipment -designed for manual portability. 
Reflectance: the ratio of the flux reflected by a surface or medium to 
the incident flux. The quantity reported may be total reflectance, 
regular reflectance, diffuse reflectance or spectral reflectance de­
pending on the component measured. 
Reflection: a general term for the process by which a part of the incident 
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flux leaves a surface or medium from the incident side. 
Regular or specular reflection; the process by which a portion of the 
incident flux is reemitted at the specular angle without scattering. 
Task lighting: lighting used to provide at the task area a specific amount 
or quality of illumination which cannot be readily obtained by the 
general lighting system, and which supplements the general lighting 
system. 
In this study, it was defined to be light from a portable lamp 
at the task. 
Visual acuity: the ability to distinguish fine details; quantitatively the, 
reciprocal of the angular size in minutes of the critical detail 
which is just large enough to be seen. 
Visual field; the locus of objects which at a given moment can be seen 
by one or the other of the two eyes.• 
Visual task; those details and objects which must be seen for the per­
formance of a given activity, including the immediate background of 
the details or objects. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Extensive literature pertaining to lighting conditions was found in 
the United States, but little information could be found from Indian 
sources. The literature related to this study can be classed under these 
general topics; light and vision, effects of light on human beings, basis 
for the specification of lighting levels for various tasks, principles of 
good lighting and conditions related to study lighting. 
Light and Vision 
The two essential tools for seeing are light and vision. Light 
plays a significant role in assimilating information from the external en­
vironment. Luckiesh (51, p. v) states, "Light, vision and seeing are simple 
common words but their commonplaceness seems to obscure their overwhelming 
importance in human activities", and "...light is being considered to some 
extent, but such considerations are blinded by habit and extravagant atti­
tude toward its insignificant cost per unit importance." Only by under­
standing the relationship between light and sight, can one explain the im­
portance of adequate illumination for studying, a task of critical seeing. 
Owing to the dominance of the visual sense in the activities of 
human beings, visual tasks have multiplied enormously in the number, variety, 
duration and severity. Dominant visual tasks have changed from distant 
vision and casual seeing in the natural outdoor world to a relatively pro­
longed near-vision and critical seeing with artificial light. Present visual 
requirements mean that except during periods of darkness, eye muscles are 
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tensed. The muscular action between accommodation and convergence results 
in eye strain. Luckiesh (51, p. 5) states; 
One can scarcely avoid the conclusion that eye defectiveness and 
probably other unobvious effects are to some extent the results 
of abnormal present usage and environment. On the other hand, 
some eye defects appear to be inherited. Therefore, it is pos­
sible that through heredity some of the penalties of abnormal 
abuse or unnatural use of eyesight under generally poor seeing 
conditions are passed on to future generations. 
It has been clearly demonstrated by Allphin, Luckiesh and others (1, 40, 
51) that a reduction of illumination is deleterious to the accommodation 
process. Luckiesh (51, p. 6) states: "...the muscular and nervous systems 
and the fatigue of the eye muscles of convergence can be reduced within 
limits by more and better lighting." Increased light leads to easier see­
ing; adequate light results in easiest seeing and minimizes the burdens of 
critical seeing. According to Foote (17) adequate illumination is impor­
tant not only for persons with good vision but even more for those with de­
ficient sight in order to provide eye comfort and ease of seeing and to 
avoid headaches, nausea and the unnecessary expenditure of nervous energy 
in seeing. 
Luckiesh (51) points out at great length the obvious necessity of 
adequate light for all human endeavor. He likens the human sight to a 
camera and explains the difficulty of taking snapshots without adequate 
light. In poor light the extra time required to see things clearly amounts 
to minutes or even hours per person per day. He also points out that one 
of the reasons for lack of adequate safety factors in seeing conditions is 
the fact that human seeing machines can force themselves to operate over a 
range of conditions and that the penalties are not bovious. 
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Experiments conducted by Ferree and Rand (14) show that certain 
specific functions such as the speed of discrimination and the ability 
to see with sustained clearness increase rather rapidly with an increase 
in illumination above the general level usually found in interior light­
ing. They further discovered that individuals with slight defects of re­
fraction of the eye showed increase in speed of discrimination with in­
creased intensity of illumination. According to the Illuminating 
Engineering Society (39, p. 3), 
...every functions of vision which has ever been tested has always 
shown improvement with increasing amounts of light, whether it 
be speed of vision, or any one of the many phases of vision. 
According to Luckiesh and Moss (58) seeing is more than vision; 
it is work that human beings do with eyes, muscles, nerves, energy, heart 
and mind. They (58, p. 24) further state: 
Seeing involves a complex chain of events beginning with the ex­
ternal physical world which affects visibility and comfort, 
passing through the visual sense, eventually a complex realm 
of unobvious physiological and psychological effects and finally 
ending in an accomplishment of some kind. 
Seeing is thus a complex activity involving the integrated functions of a 
number of elements. Luckiesh and Moss (58, pp. 42-43) list the different 
factors affecting seeing as follows: the size of the object, visual size, 
brightness and brightness contrast, color contrast, time, normal vision, 
transient phenomena like pupil size and retinal adaptation, characteristics 
of visual task, surroundings seen in the visual field with their color, 
brightness and pattern, lighting which affects the appearance of objects 
and the distribution of brightness in the surroundings and above all, the 
abilities of human beings such as intelligence, experience, reaction time. 
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concentration, stimulation and fatigue. Among these numbers of factors, 
this study pertains only to factors associated with lighting. 
Effects of Light on Human Beings 
One of the most important physiological reactions from poor light­
ing as reported by Luckiesh (51) is nearsightedness among children. He 
(51, p. 8) states; 
The rapid increase in nearsightedness among children as they 
advance in school suggests the possibility that educational 
achievement may be purchased, partially at least, at the expense 
of eye sight or ocular welfare. 
In the United States for the year 1949 about 10 percent of the students in 
the early grades had deficient eye sight, whereas 30 percent of the students 
at college graduation had deficient eyes. According to the Better Light 
Better Sight Bureau (2) over 25 percent of the school age children had de­
fective eyes. Luckiesh (51, p. 10) states, "...many visual defects would be 
ignored or even unnoticed were it not for the fact that many tasks of seeing 
are performed under near threshold conditions, that is, under conditions of 
barely seeing." He (51, 52) further comments that headaches, dizziness, 
nausea and indigestion are often recognized as resulting from undue strain 
of the eyes. Along with these, there may be inflammation, tearing and pain 
in the eyes. Conspicuous in some cases is an increase in mistakes and the 
whole picture merges into the picture of inefficiency and of eye strain. 
The probable causes are defective vision, incorrect eye glasses, glare from 
light sources, inadequate light, and generally poor seeing conditions. In 
addition to the direct effects as mentioned above, there are also certain 
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more or less indirect physiological effects which are functions of the 
quality of lighting. According to Luckiesh and Moss (57, p, 547), 
The posture assumed while performing the critical visual task is 
often governed by the direction and distribution of light. Thus 
improper lighting may induce an abnormal state of tonicity of the 
extrinsic ocular muscles. Such a condition is usually regarded as 
a primary cause of eye strain and visual fatigue. 
It is considered to be an established fact that the prolonged use of the 
eyes leads to strain on the eyes under inadequate or glaring lights that 
can seriously affect the worker*s health and well being. A report from 
the Illuminating Engineering Research Institute (33, p. 17) states; 
Fusion vergence uses energy; the lower the level of light, the 
greater the energy needed and greater the fatigue Devia­
tions from focus are discerned and corrected more quickly at 
high than at low lighting levels. That is, the. visual complex 
operates more efficiently at high levels of light than at low, 
with a reduced rate of fatigue toxin accumulation. 
Logan (48) lists the relationship of light, to health, mental processes, 
longevity, accident prevention, micro eye movements, enzyme production, 
i 
muscular tensions, heart rate, blood chemistry and toxin build-up to show 
the overall effect of light upon human beings. 
The influences of improper lighting upon easy and comfortable seeing 
may be of a psychological character. The factors of attention and dis- • 
traction are of fundamental significance in this respect. In addition to 
these, there are also the factors of stimulation and impression in relation 
to the quantity and quality of illumination. In 1932 basic investigations 
by Lythgoe (62) showed that visual acuity is determined by the brightness 
relationship between the task and the surroundings. A series of studies by 
Luckiesh and Moss (58, p. 49) have directed the attention of the medical, 
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psychological and opthalmological professions to the welfare of the in­
dividual using the light. These studies show that convergence reserve, 
muscular tension, frequency of blinking and heart rate decrease with in­
creased illumination. 
There are many researches carried out to see the relationship of 
lighting and educational progress. Sturrock (71) recognizes lighting as a 
factor influencing the progress of education; hence, he recommends that 
adequate lighting should be provided as an essential element of education. 
According to the General Electric Sales Training Manual (24), various tasks 
throughout the United States have revealed that children advance faster when 
they have better lighting. Similar results were reported by Allphin (1) in 
his study of the influence of school lighting on scholarship. The), pupils 
in the well lighted rooms were gaining more in knowledge. This makes any 
gain in knowledge due to lighting still more significant. General Elec­
tric' s (24) investigations indicate that mental and physical responses are 
slower and less precise when lighting is not suited to the visual task being 
performed. One study reported by Long (49) in Lincoln school, Mt. Lebanon, 
Pennsylvania showed a 28 percent advantage in achievement for a group of 
pupils in a well lighted classroom. Another study (71) was conducted in 
Tuscumba, Alabama over a period of three years. The experiment indicated 
that pupil failures in the well lightiad classroom were much lower than in 
the poorly lighted classroom and that the amount saved in the reduction of 
pupil carry-over more than paid for the entire lighting cost, 
A study conducted in 1940 by the Illuminating Engineering Society 
(34) on the effects of classroom lighting upon educational progress in the 
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visual welfare of school children showed that im^oved lighting increased 
the educational progress. Combs (7) in his study on the effects of class­
room lighting on child development found definite relationship of improved 
lighting with achievement, mental alertness and other behavior effects. 
However, the fact that a decisive gain in educational growth was obtained 
with moderate improvement in lighting was considered more important than 
the exact magnitude of the educational gain. 
Basis for the Specification of Lighting Levels for 
Various Visual Tasks 
The ability to see with certainty and ease is increasingly important 
because of the growing number of complicated occupations that demand keen 
vision. Visual tasks vary according to such factors as brightness level, 
brightness contrast, size of details, background surroundings and color 
contrasts. Reading, writing and study of visual aid materials constitute 
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the main visual tasks for students and it is highly important that these 
tasks be accomplished with no unnecessary amount of effort or sense of 
strain. In the case of writing, according to Blackwell (5), performance is 
less important than in a task not involving writing since vision is being 
used only to guide writing and new information is not being obtained. Ac­
cording to Luckiesh and Lancaster (46, 51, 58) the amount of light required 
depends on the eyes and the type of work being done. For instance, reading 
pencilled handwriting is one ofi. tne most difficult seeing tasks for some 
students and therefore may require a greacer quantity of illumination than 
that for some printed materials. Stannard (70) designates three categories 
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of seeing tasks: difficult, ordinary and casual. Difficult seeing tasks 
include those that require discrimination of fine details for long periods 
of time and have poor contrast in the visual field. Ordinary seeing tasks 
are those that require discrimination of moderately fine details for inter­
mittent periods of time and have better than average contrast in the visual 
field. Casual seeing tasks require little discrimination of details, short 
periods of time and high contrasts in the visual field. 
Visual sense varies from person to person. According to Luckiesh 
(58) this part of the science of seeing includes the visual acuity, con­
trast sensitivity, speed of vision, pupil size adaptation and color vision. 
The visual capacity is dependent upon the above factors. 
Physiological factors like eye fatigue, body fatigue, headache, 
tenseness, heart rate, blinking and the psychological factors like attention, 
impression, distraction, annoyance, alertness and mental fatigue vary from 
person to person. The lighting practices have to be geared to these vari­
ables. Investigations in the area of specifying illumination levels for 
various tasks have not taken all of these factors into consideration, but 
considerable work has been done in the area of quantity of light, color and 
reflection factor, glare factors, distribution and some details of visual 
tasks, contrast sensitivity and visual acuity. A number of investigators 
have studied the relation of performance to the level of illumination, 
usually in terms of speed and accuracy. Some have dealt with specific prac-
- t-ical tasks in typical work situations. According to IBS Lighting Handbook 
(35, p. 2-12) the final recommendations of quantity of illumination must 
take into consideration other factors such as the avoidance of fatigue, 
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physiological and psychological costs reflected in the evaluation of per­
formance, economics and the cultural and emotional effects of light. 
Crouch (11) reported that Weston investigated visual performance 
using a specific task of cancelling out Landolt rings having a given gap 
orientation. The findings have been used as the basis for the illumination 
levels in the code of the British Illuminating Engineering Society. In­
vestigations by Blackwell (5) provide information covering a wide range of 
task variables and the Illuminating Engineering Society of the United 
States adopted his method for determining the recommended illumination 
levels. According to the Illuminating-Engineering Society of the United 
States (35) the recommended illumination level for studying is 70 footcandles. 
This is the amount recommended for studying at a flat-top, non-glossy, 
light-colored desk. This recommendation is based on the fact that the most 
critical task performed by school children is reading pencil writing which 
carries a recommended level of 70 footcandles for efficient undistracted 
level of performance. Consideration has been given only to the fact that 
this task occurs and not to the amount of time spent performing the task. 
In achieving an optimum climate for the student, the lighting condi­
tions should have the best combination vhich enables him to see most 
easily, accurately, safely, quickly and comfortably. Greatest productive­
ness with complete conservation of vision and of other human resources will 
result if the above mentioned lighting conditions are provided for students. 
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Principles of Good Lighting 
Good lighting means light of adequate quantity and quality. Quanti­
tative standards are set up in terms of footcandles which are the units of 
illumination levels at the task. Adequate quantity is the first component 
to achieve in obtaining good lighting. After sufficient amount of illumina­
tion has been provided, other factors such as glare, direction, distribu­
tion, diffusion and reflection have to be managed. These factors constitute 
the qualitative aspect of light. Quality of light is an important factor 
to consider in regard to the light for prolonged reading and scudying. 
Quantity of light 
The quantity of light necessary for seeing is influenced by the size 
of the object or material, the amount of contrast between the object and its 
background and the time allowed for the eyes to focus on the object. The 
criteria used for the specification of the illumination level are both visual 
comfort and visual performance. The minimum illumination for specific 
visual tasks recommended by the General Electric Company of the United States 
(22) is as follows: 
Reading for prolonged periods 
Small type-low contrast 70 footcandles 
Large type-high contrast 50 footcdndles 
Reading for casual periods 
Small type-low contrast 50 footcandles 
Large type-high contrast 30 footcandles 
The Illuminating Engineering Society of the United States (35, p. 9-56) 
makes recommendations in somewhat different terms; 
Books, magazines, newspapers 30 footcandles 
Handwriting, reproduction and poor copies 70 footcandles 
Desk study 70 footcandles 
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These recommendations reported by the Illuminating Engineering Society are 
the minimum levels of illumination at which seeing is easy, accurate and 
I 
comfortable. These recommended numbers of footcandles can be achieved by 
any combination of general and supplementary lighting, but the general 
lighting should be not less than 20 footcandles and should contribute at 
least one tenth of the total amount of illumination on the task. 
The General Electric Company of the United States (20) has pub­
lished a guide for lighting installations called a Lumen Counter, in which 
illumination for different areas of the house is specified in lumens per 
square foot as follows; 
Lumens Required Per Square Foot 
(Recommended minimum) 
Living Room 80 
Dining Room 45 
Kitchen ' .,...80 
Bathroom .65 
Bedroom 70 
Among the different rooms given inthe chart, the most probable areas for 
studying in the home are living room and bedroom. Hence the recommended 
levels for studying can be taken as 70-80 lumens. 
The recommended intensity levels for some home activities in lumens 
per square foot as given by the Indian Standards Institution (42) in its 
Code of Practice for Interior Illumination are as follows; 
Homework and sustained reading 30 lumens 
Readihg (casual) 15 lumens 
Sewing and darning 70 lumens 
Compared to the American standards, the recommended levels of illumination 
by the Indian Standards seem to be very low. The reasons for this may be 
economic feasibility and shortage of electricity. 
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According to Kraehenbuehl (44) illumination has an effectiveness 
that is not directly proportional to increase of light but follows a geo­
metric law. Some of the studies showing the relationship of effectiveness 
of seeing and illumination point out that it is in the lower values of il­
lumination where the most rapid gain is made and where benefits may be ob­
tained at lower cost and then it levels off gradually. This indicates that 
even moderate improvements in lighting can be of great benefit to the user. 
Quality of light 
Another aspect of lighting which is equally important is the quality 
of light.. There are many interrelated factors involved in quality and there 
is a lack of standardized units and terms for describing quality of lighting. 
According to Luckiesh and Moss (57, p. 531), 
Quality of lighting may be defined as a function of the brightness 
characteristics of certain unique portions of the visual field. 
These brightnesses are critical factors in both the absolute and 
the relative sense. Although quality of lighting is thus defined 
in general mathematical terms for reasons of simplicity and clear­
ness, it is not implied that this complex phase of lighting is at 
present completely reducible to a basis expressible by formulae. 
In fact, an adequate and rational terminology in this field has not 
been formulated. Many of the terms now in use are merely descrip­
tive of the effects produced by extreme conditions of quality of 
lighting. Glare may be cited as an outstanding example. 
According to the lES Lighting Handbook (35, p. 2,30), 
Quality of lighting pertains to the distribution of brightnesses in 
the entire visual field. It includes the brightness relationships 
between the task and its immediate surrounds. ... other important as­
pects of quality of lighting include discomfort glare and reflected 
glare. 
In general the factors included in the quality of lighting are; glare, di­
rection, distribution, diffusion and reflectance of surfaces. 
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Glare Glare may occur directly from the source of light or in­
directly from the image of the light source reflected in other surfaces. 
Harrison (29, p. 281) states: 
By glare is meant any brightness within the field of vision of 
such a character as to cause discomfort, annoyance, interference 
with vision or eye fatigue. Always a hindrance to vision, it often, 
like smoke from a chimney, represents a positive waste of energy 
as well. Hence it has sometimes* been characterized as light out 
of place. It is one of the faults most commonly found in all 
lighting installations. 
Peet and Thye (65, p. 306) support the above statement by reporting: 
When light is transmitted or reflected in such a way that an un­
pleasant sensation affects the eye, fatigue is increased and at­
tention is distracted, the cause is usually glare. Glare is light 
wrongly directed. 
Types of glare There are three types of glare recognized 
by lighting experts. The first one is direct glare which occurs when lumi­
naires are unshaded or insufficiently shaded. In such cases the lamps shine 
directly in the line of vision and cause annoyance. This is the most fre­
quent and serious cause of bad lighting. Direct glare makes it almost im­
possible for the task to be performed without considerable effort. When 
luminaires and their relationships in the field of view cause visual dis­
comfort, but do not necessarily interfere with seeing, the sensation ex­
perienced by an observer is known as discomfort glare. Phillips (66) 
states that discomfort glare reduces our ability to perform the task and 
results from a scattering of light on the retina.. 
The second type, reflected glare, comes from a bright light falling 
on a polished or glossy surface from which it is reflected into the eyes. 
Very shiny paper in a book or magazine may cause reflected glare. This 
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type of glare is particularly annoying because of the necessity of directing 
the eyes toward those surfaces and further because the eyes are by nature 
especially sensitive to the light rays from below. In case of direct glare, 
performance is directly impaired, but in case of reflected glare, the per­
formance may be maintained at an incalculable physiological cost. 
The third type of glare occurs when there is a spotty light which 
causes glare by contrast. This happens when one or two direct type floor or 
table lamps make bright spots of illumination in a room and the rest of the 
room is in comparative darkness. Thus glare is a result of brightness con­
trast. The nature of the glare is determined by the location and type of 
the light source and the nature of surfaces surrounding the task. Glare 
may not result where the surrounding brightnesses are raised to a more 
equivalent level. 
When strictly local lighting systems are employed, that is, when in­
dividual lamps are used by a student and no overhead lighting is added, 
the resulting contrasts in illumination will usually be so harsh as to be 
objectionable even though the lamps themselves are well shielded. The eyes 
of the student looking up from his brightly lighted desk are not adapted 
ior vision at low illumination; hence, if immediate and general surround­
ings are only dimly lighted, he will be compelled to wait until his eyes 
have become adapted to the low illumination. Glancing back at his work, 
he again loses time while his eyes adjust to the increased amount of light 
which reaches tnem, if long continued, this condition leads to fatigue as 
well as to interference with vision. 
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Causas of glare According to Kraehenbueh.1 (44) glare is a 
sensation governed by the surroundings and is variable with the individual. 
Glare may be caused by; 
a) High brightness of the source 
b) High contrast between source and background 
c) Location of source in the field of view 
d) Total volume of light entering the eye 
e) Time of exposure to the source. 
According to the Illuminating Engineering Society Handbook (35), glare may 
be caused by contrast in color values and brightness between the visual ob­
ject and its immediate background. Freedom from harsh shadows and severe 
contrasts in brightness within the visual field leads to visual comfort. 
According to Harrison (29), the contrast may be too great between the light 
source and its darker surroundings, whicn. can be very trying for the eyes. 
A light colored background is almost essential to cut down the contrast by 
reflecting a considerable portion of the lighting which strikes it and 
secondly the system of illumination employed should be such as to direct 
some light upon the background. 
Studies related to glare There have been several studies 
done in the area of reflected glare, direct glare and blinking rate, and 
glare and visibility. Hopkinson and Bradley (32) estimated the magnitude 
of glare sensations. Their results permit a tentative answer to the change 
necessary in interior lighting installations to make a specified quantitative 
improvement in the glare. Blackwell (5) in his study on the illumination 
levels needed for various tasks found that it would take 101 footcandles of 
illumination with 13 percent reflected glare to obtain the same visibility 
as 40 footcandles of glarefree illumination. Investigations by Macpherson, 
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Luckiesh, Guth and Eastman (53, 60 and 63) revealed that blink rate also 
increases with increased glare conditions in lighting. 
Brightness When an object or surface emits or reflects light, 
it is said to be bright and because of its brightness, it is visible. The 
ability of our eyes to perceive images is largely the result of brightness 
differences which can be produced by a direct source of light, an object 
that transmits light or by reflection. 
Brightness ratio Brightness ratio is the ratio of any two 
surfaces and when these surfaces are adjacent, the brightness ratio is 
called the brightness contrast. The desirable value of this ratio is stated 
as 10 to one in earlier studies and in the most recent studies it is stated 
as three to one in the field of vision. Kraehenbuehl (44) reports that the 
medical societies recommend a surrounding illumination of 20 percent of the 
work surface illumination and the Illuminating Engineering Society Committee 
(35) recommends a three to one ratio as the most desirable. 
A study conducted by Luckiesh and Moss (57) revealed that the maxi­
mum amount of work was accomplished when the area viewed was of uniform 
brightness. Furthermore, the amount of work accomplished is inversely re­
lated to the brightness ratio. Most of the decrease in efficiency of the 
worker is due to the necessity of continual adaptation. According to 
Luckiesh and Moss (58, p. 56) 
The dark surroundings decrease the ability to see details clearly 
in highly illuminated areas. Luminaires in the visual field which 
surrounds the task can have different effects depending upon the 
area involved, their location with respect to the line of sight 
and their actual luminances as compared with that of the task, 
These luminances may produce a decrement in visual ability, visual 
comfort or both. 
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When the task brightness appropriate to an occupation has been de­
termined, the brightness of the other parts of the room should be planned 
to give proper emphasis, visual comfort and interest. Sharp (69) summarizes 
the values of brightness ratios listed in current studies in the United 
States. 
Task to immediate surround (desk to floor) 1: 1/3 minimum 
Task to far surround (floor beyond desk) 1: 1/10 minimum 
Task to ceiling 1: 10 minimum 
Task to walls 1; 1/5 minimum 
Task to luminaire 1: 50 maximum 
Luminaire to ceiling 20: 1 maximum 
Window to wall 20: 1 maximum 
The Code of Interior Illumination by the Indian Standards Institution (42), 
suggests the following brightness relationship within the normal field of 
view: 
For high task brightness- Above 30 footlamberts 
i) between the visual task and the 
adjacent sources like table tops 3: 1 maximum 
ii) between the visual task and the 
remote areas of the room 10: 1 maximum 
For low and medium task brightness- Below 30 footlamberts 
Further details of the brightness ratios were not included in the Indian 
standards. 
Distribution According to Luckiesh and Moss (57), quality of light­
ing pertains to the distribution of light in the entire visual field. Ac­
cording to Lancaster (46), distribution of light is important for comfort 
and for avoidance of eye strain. It includes the luminance relationship 
between a task and its immediate surroundings. 
In general, an individual's visual field consists of three zones. 
The first zone is the task itself, the second is the area immediately 
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surrounding the task and the third is the general surroundings. For visual 
comfort there should be a harmonious relationship among these seeing zones. 
In the immediate surrounding, luminances that are noticeably greater than 
the task luminance contribute to visual discomfort and are apt to be dis­
tracting. 
A wide variety of light distribution can be obtained from artificial 
sources by different types of lighting equipment, reflectors, refractors 
and diffusing materials. Distribution of light can also be determined by 
the characteristics of the luminaires. 
Direction Fixtures are classified into three types; namely, the 
direct which throws all the light downwards on the surface to be illumi­
nated, the indirect which throws the light on ceiling and the upper part 
of the walls from where it is redistributed in a well diffused state 
throughout the room, and the semi-direct which may direct most of the 
light toward the ceiling but send a small part downward on a limited area 
or, vice versa, distribute the smaller portion over the ceiling and the 
larger amount downward. The greatest quantity of light is obtained by 
the direct luminaire. It concentrates the light at the desired surface 
and the minimum amount is lost in transmission. The quality, however, is 
inferior for the space concerned is comparatively small and forms an ob­
jectionable contrast with the darker surroundings producing glare. The 
totally indirect light loses most in transmission and absorption on ac­
count of the length of path the rays traverse, but the light is high 
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quality. The semi-direct fixtures share the advantages and disadvantages 
of the other two types according to the proportion of light which is 
directed to ceiling or floor. 
Diffusion Glare can be reduced by diffusing the light by dif-
fusers and shades. In screening and redirecting light, three classes of 
substances are used: transparent, transluscent and opaque. Transparent 
substances transmit a large fraction of the light striking them without 
scattering it; hence, objects may be seen clearly through transparent sub­
stances. Transluscent substances transmit light but scatter it so that the 
outlines of objects cannot be clearly seen through them. Opaque substances 
transmit none of the light; it is either reflected or absorbed. Substances 
differ widely in these properties varying from almost perfect transparency 
to complete opacity. 
Reflectance A well designed lighting system cannot be planned 
independently of the color and the character of the surfaces to be il­
luminated because seeing occurs with the aid of reflected light. The 
effect attained depends upon the way surfaces reflect and absorb light. 
In general, the higher the reflectance, the higher the utilization of 
light. In fact a room in which all surfaces are flat white would produce 
the highest possible light utilization. Studies of visual comfort point 
out that extreme brightness contrasts between the specific task and its 
immediate surroundings and between the task and more remote parts of the 
environment can cause discomfort and fatigue. Control of the brightness 
pattern depends on the directional distribution of light and on the 
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reflectances of room surfaces. 
Reflectance is measured in terms of the percentage of light reflected 
from a surface. The reflectance levels recommended by the General Elec­
tric Company and the Illuminating Engineering Society (23, 35) for in­
teriors are as follows; 
The illumination of the ceiling is usually of a much lower intensity than 
that of floor and wall; hence, it does not absorb much light. The effect 
is, therefore, one of high brightness for the ceiling and upper parts of 
the room. 
Webber (77) stated that any study of lighting must also consider 
certain related conditions. She found these to be: the desk, its size 
and placement and the reflectance of the top, the wall or other objects 
directly beyond the desk top and in the field of vision. As optimum con­
ditions she adopted the following: the desk placed flat against a non-
glossy wall with a reflectance of 45 to 65 percent, a flat style desk 24 
by 46 inches and 30 inches high with a reflectance of about 35 percent, a 
chair which is proportionate to the size of the student and which places 
the student's eye level about 14 inches above the desk top. She stated 
(77, p. 256); "The finish on a desk should be nonglossy, dull and light 
to medium color. It should not be highly polished nor covered with glass 
Ceiling . 
Walls ... 
Floors .. 
Desk tops 
65-80% 
35-50% 
15-30% 
30-50% 
Certain Related Conditions to Study Lighting 
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since both, of these conditions cause glare." 
Webber (77, p. 256) comments on the desk placement in her study as 
follows: 
A location with the desk flat against a wall utilizes the dif­
fuse reflection from the wall for increasing the light on the work 
area. It sets specific and known boundaries to the normal visual 
field of the student and can be readily controlled in brightness. 
In this selected placement, a well-designed luminaire can light 
the desk and the visual field with little or no dependence on 
other lighting. 
A desk in the corner of a room, taking advantage of the reflect­
ing surface of two walls, provides somewhat higher light levels. 
Corner placement is particularly suitable if a window is in the left 
wall for day lighting. A drawn shade must be used to prevent light 
loss at night.... 
Placement in the room center imposes some loss of light plus 
mental and visual distraction. The really difficult problem is that 
of brightness control of that portion of the room now in front of 
the student, the lighting of which must be considered simultaneously. 
Desks should never be placed in front of a window unless the win­
dow is adequately shaded since outside activity is distracting to the 
eyes. The variability of outside light available makes glare and 
lighting difficult to control. 
She concluded that in a good study area, at least 10 percent of the il­
lumination on the work area is provided by general room illumination. 
The brightness of the luminaires shade should not exceed 100 footlamberts. 
The lower edge of the shade should be 14 inches above the desk top. 
Webber (77, p. 255) further comments on the relation of proper light 
to the formation of good study habits: 
Study hours involve critical eye work, fixed position and mental 
attentiveness. The eye use, posture and mental habits formed in 
this learning-period have an influence throughout a life time.... 
The college personnel responsible for dormitory lighting and the 
students themselves should be informed on the seeing conditions that 
will lessen eye strain, improve study habits and serve as a model for 
proper lighting conditions in their future homes and offices. 
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A number of studies have been done in the area of home lighting, and 
emphasis has been given to homework of students because it is often re­
quired in the eighth grade or earlier and continues in increasing amounts 
as the educational level progresses. In 1935, an investigation of dormi­
tory study lighting was conducted in colleges and universities throughout 
the United States. In general the conditions found were high intensities 
on the work, extremely low intensities adjacent thereto and little or no 
general lighting'in the room-
Porter (67) reports in her thesis that when the Illuminating Engineer­
ing Society made a study of dormitory lighting in 1953, they found that 
of the 40 institutions answering the questionnaire, nearly 100 percent 
of them listed conditions that were far below the minimum recommendations 
of the Society. Farther details of the results were not available. Porter 
further found that the average footcandles provided at the desk study areas 
was 25.67; at the bed, where three-fourths of the students in her sample 
reported studying, the average illumination level was 4.18 footcandles. 
Most of the students stated that they were troubled by glare, that their 
eyes hurt and felt fatigued after studying and that they had headaches 
from studying. 
Harlan (26) studied the adequacy of lighting in home study areas of 
graduate women students at the University of Tennessee. She found that in 
her sample, 12.5 percent of the students had a good study luminaire, 30 
percent had no study luminaire of any kind in their home study area and 75 
percent studied at night. Though the level of illumination was adequate 
for the task in many cases, the variation in the illumination in the room 
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was sometimes so great that unsatisfactory lighting resulted. Several of 
the students were found to have no desks or definite study area. Many 
of them who had desks had no desk luminaire; they depended entirely upon 
general illumination to light their study areas. 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
In order to obtain the data for identifying the existing lighting 
conditions for the students in the Faculty of Home Science, Baroda, India, 
plans were developed in March, 1965, and arrangements were made with a 
faculty member of Iowa State University who was serving as a visiting pro­
fessor at Baroda University, India. A time schedule was developed con­
sidering her period of stay in Baroda, the schedule followed by the 
Faculty of Home Science and a convenient time for mailing questionnaires 
for efficient communication. The following procedure was used. 
Preliminary Investigations 
Some preliminary investigations were necessary to familiarize the 
author with the situations in the student residences. There was also a 
need to know the conceptions and misconceptions held by students in the 
area of lighting and the extent of their knowledge of terminology used in 
lighting so that the final instrument could be developed accordingly. 
After reviewing the literature and the objectives of the study, an 
open-ended questionnaire was developed which included questions which re­
quested respondents to give information about the number and characteris­
tics of general and task lighting; the location of the study area and 
study table; floor plan, furniture arrangement and location of the lights 
in the room where they studied; color of the furniture; and description of 
ceiling, wall and floor surfaces in terms of color and texture. Questions 
were also asked about student study practices and problems, encountered 
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with their lighting arrangements. Students were asked to give suggestions 
for planning the best study lighting for a friend who might need some help 
in this area. Some lighting terms of common use were included in this 
questionnaire asking for a definition or explanation of each term (See 
Appendix). 
The questionnaire was pretested for clarity of items with five Indian 
graduate students at Iowa State University, and necessary corrections were 
made. Then it was sent to Baroda by the middle of August, 1965 to be 
administered to 25 seniors in a home management class during that session 
of the academic year. Instructions for administering the questionnaire 
were enclosed with the questionnaire and are included in the Appendix. 
The sample selected for this preliminary investigation was on the 
basis that the characteristics of this sample should be similar to the 
population of the study for whom a final structured instrument had to be 
developed. Another criterion was that this sample should be large enough 
to be able to identify some of the situations and the general trend of re­
sponses which would be helpful guides in structuring the final instrument. 
Therefore, it was decided to administer this questionnaire to a fourth 
year home management class, who had some background knowledge about lighting. 
The questionnaire was administered to the sample during the first week 
of September, 1965, and the responses were returned immediately by air 
mail. The responses from this survey were recorded and were utilized in 
developing the final instrument. 
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Population and Sample Characteristics 
The population for this study included the third-year Bachelor of 
Science students enrolled in the Faculty of Home Science, Baroda, India. 
The selection of the population for this study was on the basis of their 
background knowledge in connection with lighting so that they would be 
able to comprehend the ideas presented in the questionnaire fairly well. 
The size of the sample needed to be adequate for the statistical analysis 
planned. Selecting all of the students in one class made it convenient 
for the instructor to administer the questionnaire in a group, at the same 
time to give the same instructions to all of the students. Because this 
study pertains to artificial lighting conditions, another criterion of 
selection of the population was that they all should have electric source 
of light. 
A master list of the students enrolled in the third year of the four-
year bachelor's degree program in home science was obtained from the office 
of the Dean of the Faculty of Home Science, Baroda. There were 126 stu­
dents enrolled in this class and they were the population for this study. 
Questionnaires were returned by 117 students, but usable data were obtained 
from 110 students: 55 from the hostels and 55 from homes. 
A random sample was drawn from this master list of students for inter­
view purposes. Among the first 25 chosen, three were not available for 
interviewing, and one did not have electricity in her home. Therefore, 
another five numbers were drawn to get the required sample. Of these. 
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three did not use a study table; hence, the resulting sample size was 
only 23. 
Development of Final Instrument 
The final instrument developed for this study consisted of three 
parts. The first part was the questionnaire which was used to collect 
the major part of the data about the lighting conditions and study prac­
tices. The second part was a test of knowledge of lighting. The third 
part, an interview schedule, was used to obtain lighting measurements. (See 
Appendix.) 
The questionnaire was designed to supply information about the charac­
teristics of general and task lighting in terms of quantity and quality of 
light, study practices in terms of type of lighting used, duration of 
study time and other related conditions such as location of study area, 
size of the room, desk placement, characteristics of the surroundings in 
the room where studying was done and the problems encountered with light­
ing arrangements. 
The second part of the instrument was designed to measure the knowledge 
and ability to apply principles of lighting on the part of the students. 
Lighting conditions may vary from residence to residence depending on many 
factors, but a knowledge of the implications of inadequate lighting and 
what constitutes good lighting may enable a student to rectify some of the 
deficiencies and in^rove the situation within reasonable limits. The test 
was developed to determine students' knowledge and ability to apply light­
ing principles, as a basis for developing instructional programs in lighting. 
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Different kinds of guided responses were included to test their knowledge 
about the various aspects of lighting. 
Both the first and second part of the instrument were pretested with 
10 Indian students at Iowa State University and necessary corrections 
were made. Both of these parts of the instrument were designed to be ad­
ministered to the entire population. 
The third part of the instrument was an interview schedule which in­
cluded measurements of actual illumination level on the task and in the 
immediate and general surroundings and the placement of the task. Some 
similar items were included in both the questionnaire and the interview 
schedule to check the validity of the responses of the students. This 
part was designed to be administered to only a sample of the students. 
Instructions for training the interviewer and the instructions for 
administering the questionnaire were developed. (See Appendix.) 
They were sent along with the instrument to a member of the faculty of 
Iowa State University who was serving as visiting professor at the Uni­
versity of Baroda. 
Collection of Data 
The data for this study were obtained from 110 students who were en­
rolled in the third year of the four-year bachelor's degree program in 
home science, Baroda, India, during the academic year, 1965-1966. 
Before administering the first part of the questionnaire, instructions 
including demonstrations regarding ways of taking measurements were given 
to the students. Students were allowed to take the questionnaire to their 
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residences to complete parts that they needed to verify such as measure­
ments . 
The knowledge test was completed in the class period without con­
sultation with others. Papers were collected immediately. 
Interviews of a random sample of 23 of the students were conducted 
by a graduate student trained by the visiting professor within two weeks 
following the administration of the questionnaire. Of the 23, 10 were 
from homes and 13 were from hostels. The first few interviews were con­
ducted under the supervision of the visiting professor. All interviews 
were done after dark so that accurate measurements of illumination levels 
from artificial light sources could be taken. 
Responses to the preliminary questionnaire had shown a need for a 
standardized procedure for the interviewer in taking measurements. There 
was wide variety in kind, shape and size of study table and in area avail­
able for a student's use. In order to standardize the locations for measur­
ing the footcandles of light at various specified points on the task area 
for all of the students, a hollow wooden frame was made of % inch wood 
strips with inside measurements of 22 by 32 inches. These dimensions are 
slightly smaller than the desk size used in an American study (77). The 
size was reduced in this particular study because it was believed to be 
more realistic for students who use small tables or share study areas. 
A General Electric foot candle meter was used to measure the illumina­
tion levels at different points in the study area. The rectangular measur­
ing frame was placed on the desk or table with the center front of the 
frame coinciding with the center front of the student as shown in the diagram 
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in the interview schedule. (See Appendix.) A book was placed in the lo­
cation normal for the student. The footcandle readings were taken in the 
center of the book and at the four corners of the frame. The average of 
these five measurements was used as the measure of task illumination. 
Footcandle readings were taken perpendicular to the frame and three feet 
from it on each side when the location of the table permitted. These 
measurements gave an estimate of the footcandles of illumination in the 
immediate surroundings of the study area. Measurements of illumination 
levels were also taken at the farthest end of the room to estimate the 
general illumination in the room. The task placement for each student was 
defined in terms of the perpendicular distance from the light source to 
the line projected from the center of the book and the edge of the table 
facing the person sitting in front of the book, as sketched in the interview 
schedule in the Appendix. 
The questionnaires, knowledge tests, and interview schedules were 
sent by air mail and received in Ames on March 16, 1966. The question­
naires were inspected for errors and ambiguity factors. They were edited 
to reduce errors through elimination of contradictions and improbable re­
sponses. Guidelines for making decisions for editing were made in con­
sultation with the major advisers for the study. The author's familiarity 
with the situations also guided her decisions in editing the question­
naires. In case of no responses, a middle score was given from the scoring 
plan for computing correlation among the variables. 
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Analysis of Data 
In order to analyze the data according to the objectives listed, a 
scoring plan was developed using known standards and with the help of ex­
perts in the field. The Appendix shows the scoring plan. The frequency 
of responses according to the scores were tabulated for ^ 3 variables by the 
Computation Center, Iowa State University, Ames. The results are reported 
in the findings. 
Quantity of light 
The wattages of the lamps used for general and task light were noted 
and converted to lumens. The total lumens for the general and task light 
in each study area were recorded. 
The illumination level recommended for study purposes by the Indian 
Standards Institution. (42) in their Draft Code of Interior Illumination, 
1965 was 30 lumens per square foot. The minimum recommended levels as 
given in the General Electric Lumen Counter (20) for living room and bed 
room are 80 and 70, respectively. Among the different rooms in a house, 
for which recommendations are given, these are the rooms most likely to be 
used for study purposes. Considering both of these standards, a scale was 
developed to place all of the residences in categories of poor, medium, 
good and very good. The residences which had an illumination level of 
below 30 lumens as specified by the Indian Standards (42) were considered 
to be poor, those which had 31 through 50 were considered to be medium, 
51 through 70, good and above 70, as specified by the General Electric 
Company (23), very good. 
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The lumens values for different sizes of lamps were taken from the 
Lumen Counter prepared by the General Electric Company (20) which gives 
values for lamps manufactured in United States. This was used because of 
the lack of availability of information from Indian sources. Later in-
* 
formation from General Electric International, India revealed that the 
lumens per watt for the lamps manufactured" in India were different; hence, 
recalculations were made with the new values. Using the new values, the 
illumination levels in lumens per square foot were considerably lowered so 
that a new classification was made to categorize the residences. The 
different categories were 0 to 10, 11 to 20, 21 to 30 and above 30. 
The facktcandle readings were recorded for the interview sample for 
the task illumination and the immediate and general surroundings for each 
student. The mean of the readings obtained at different positions on the 
task area was calculated and tabulated. The same procedure was followed 
for determining the quantity of light in the surroundings. Since the foot 
candle readings were less than any recommended levels of illumination, no 
tabulations were done and the readings were reported for each student 
residence. 
Quality of light 
Objective measurements were not possible for the quality of light due 
to lack of instruments for making specific measurements of such character­
istics as glare, reflection and brightness. Responses of students were 
the main sources of data utilized for determining the quality of light. 
*Dass, R. N. Lumen value of lamps manufactured in India. Bombay, 
India. Consumer Institute Department, International General Electric 
Company. Personal communication. 1967. 
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It is recognized that the judgments of the students cannot be fully re­
liable because of the lack of awareness about lighting and possible lack 
of familiarity with the mechanics of responding to questionnaires. 
The score for the quality of light includes scores for glare, di­
rection, distribution, diffusion and reflectance levels of the surround­
ings. The following sections describe the various aspects of quality of 
light. 
Glare The scores for glare included scores on direct glare, re­
flected glare and glare by contrast. , Under direct glare the items in­
cluded were visibility of lighted lamp while studying, kind of lamp used 
and the shielding of the lamp. The scores for different fixtures in the 
room were added up to get the total direct glare score. Reflected glare 
score included characteristics of work surface and of lamp base. Glare 
by contrast included items describing the task illumination in relation 
to general lighting. Direct glare score and glare by contrast were given 
more weight than reflected glare because of the greater discomfort caused. 
In all three cases, the higher the score, the greater was the glare; and 
the lower the score, the less the glare and, therefore, the better was the 
quality of light. Scores from the three categories were added to get the 
total glare score. The scores were classified into three categories 
designated as poor, medium and above average quality of light. In this 
study, a reasonable classification was made from the scores obtained by 
dividing them into, almost equal intervals. 
Direction Direction of light was measured by the mean value of 
direction for general and task light. The semi-direct light had the maximum 
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score and direct light the lowest. The mean value for direction was cal­
culated from the scores of all the lighting fixtures in the room. Refer 
to the Appendix. The frequency of the responses was counted by the com­
puter and the results were reported. 
Distribution The score for distribution included scores for the 
kind of lamp used in the light source, kind of shade, shape of the shade, 
size of the shade, height of the lamp and spread of light over the task 
area as subjectively evaluated by the student. The score for distribution 
was the mean for general and task light. Refer to the Appendix. 
Diffusion The score for diffusion depended on kind of lamp used 
in the light source, shielding of light source and the subjective evalua­
tion by the students regarding whether the light from the lamp was diffused 
or clear and bright. The mean score was calculated from the different 
values obtained from the general and task lighting. (See Appendix.) 
Reflectance The score for reflectance included reflectance from 
the light source itself and that from the surrounding surfaces. The items 
included were the color of the outside and inside of the shade, character­
istics of lamp base, reflectance of work surface in terms of color and 
texture, color of ceiling, wall and floor. All individual scores were 
added to get the total reflectance score. (See Appendix.) 
Student study practices 
This section of the questionnaire attempted to find out the duration 
of study time for the student, the actual number of hours of study with 
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artificial light, postural position while studying, location of study area, 
desk placement, sharing of the room and the table as well as the type of 
light used for studying. For instance, did the students study with task 
lighting only, with general light only, or with both? A question regard­
ing the type of light used for studying was asked because there were in­
dications from the preliminary investigations that although some students 
had both task lighting and general lighting, they did not use both while 
studying. A scale was developed and a frequency tabulation was done for 
each of these items. Refer to Appendix. 
Adequacy of lighting for the students 
In order to evaluate the adequacy of lighting conditions for the popu­
lation studied, a scoring plan was developed which consisted of three 
major sections: quantity of light, quality of light and related conditions. 
Since quantity and quality are equally important in a lighting situation, 
equal weight was given for both of these aspects. The scoring system had 
a maximum score of 100 points out of which 40 points were allotted to 
quantity of light, 40 to quality of light and 20 to the related conditions. 
The details of this scoring plan and the exact points given for each of the 
items are given in the Appendix. The scores from the individual items 
were added to get a total score for each student, and the scores were 
categorized, into poor, medium and above average. The frequencies are 
tabulated under these different categories and reported in the Findings. 
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Knowledge of students about lighting 
Different kinds of guided responses were included in the test of 
knowledge. Some of the questions required responses at the knowledge 
level; some at the comprehension level; and others at the application 
level. A key was prepared for scoring the test. (See Appendix.) The 
test was scored according to the number of items correct from a possible 
score of 18. An item analysis was also done. 
Frequency tabulation was run on the computer for all of the variables 
described. The results are reported in the Findings. 
Relationships among variables 
Correlation coefficients were run at the Computation Center to deter­
mine the relationships among the variables: knowledge score; quantity of 
light in lumens; scores for glare, direction, distribution diffusion and 
reflectance; type of lighting used for studying; proportion of study time 
at table; study posture; desk placement; space available for individual 
use; and sharing of the table and the room. Home and hostel groups were 
treated separately. In addition, a correlation matrix based on pooled 
within-group variance was run. The results are reported in the Findings. 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The data compiled from the survey of the lighting conditions for 
study in residences of the students in the Faculty of Home Science, Baroda, 
India indicated glaring inadequacies in quantity and in some qualitative 
aspects of lighting. The findings of the study are reported in the 
following sections. 
Quantity of Illumination 
In general, the quantity of light in the residences of the students 
in this research was inadequate for study purposes. Table 1 shows the 
number and percentage of the students whose lighting conditions fell in 
the different categories of illumination levels. 
Table 1. Distribution of students according to quantity of light in 
lumens per square foot in the study area 
Lumens per Hostel Home Total 
square foot No. % No. % No. % 
0-10 32 58.18 30 54.55 62 56.36 
11-20 20 36.36 18 32.73 38 34.54 
21-30 3 5.46 5 9.09 8 7.27 
Above 30 0 0.00 2 3.63 2 1.82 
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Comparing the readings of the quantity of light in the residences 
and the 30 lumens per square foot recommended by the Indian Standards 
Institution for the study area, it was found that many students were able 
to attain but small fractions of the recommended amount due to the very 
low-wattage lamps used in the luminaires. According to the recommendations 
from the General Electric Company of the United States, 70-80 lumens per 
square foot, the quantities of light available in the residences of these 
students were far below the standards. 
The Illuminating Engineering Society of the United States has made 
recommendations in terms of footcandles, a measure of the actual illumina­
tion level obtained at the point of visual task. Table 2 shows the read­
ings obtained in footcandles at the task for a random sample of 23 students 
interviewed in their residences. Except in one case, everyone in the 
Table 2. Distribution of students according to footcandles of illumination 
at the task 
Footcandles Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Below 10 12 92.30 6 60.00 18 78.30 
11-20 1 7.70 3 30.00 4 17.40 
21-30 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Above 30 0 0.00 1 10.00 1 4.30 
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sample had task illumination much below the recommended level. Though the 
level of illumination was sufficient in this one case, the variation in 
the illumination at the various points of the desk resulted in great 
brightness differences producing an unsatisfactory lighting condition for 
study purposes. The extreme inadequacy in the quantity of light is re­
vealed in Table 2 by the finding that over three-fourths of the students 
had less than 10 footcandles of illumination on the task. Performing a 
critical task like studying day after day under poor lighting can cause 
many unidentified problems for the students and add to the amount of 
energy used to accomplish the task of studying. 
An attempt was made to measure the illumination levels in the im­
mediate and general surroundings of the study table. Frequently the light-
meter used was not sensitive enough to record the small quantity of light 
present; in these cases the observation was recorded as one footcandle. 
There was only one among the 13 hostel students interviewed who had any 
measurable amount of light in the area immediately surrounding the task; 
four of the 10 students interviewed in their homes had a measurable amount 
of light in the immediate surroundings. The results are shown in Table 3. 
In many cases the task area was not in close proximity to the general 
light; in some cases the complete absence of task lighting made the sur­
rounding area brighter than the task area depending upon whether the loca­
tion of the general light was in the immediate or in the general surround­
ings . 
Table 4 shows the quantity of light in foot candles for the inter­
viewed students residing in homes. The readings obtained for this sample 
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Table 3. Quantity of illumination in footcandles on the book, task 
area and in the immediate and general surroundings for the 
hostel students interviewed 
Student Footcandles at the Footcandles in Footcandles in 
book task the immediate the general 
area area surroundings surroundings 
1 1 1 1 10 
2 5 5 1 1 
3 5 5 1 3 
4 20 10 1 10 
5 5 5 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
11 5 11 1 1 
12 5 3 1 1 
13 10 10 1 1 
Mean 4.69 4.31 1 2.54 
Table 4. Quantity of illumination in footcandles on the book, task area 
and in the immediate and general surroundings for the students 
interviewed in homes 
Student Footcandles at the Footcandles in Footcandles in 
book task the immediate the general 
area area surroundings surroundings 
1 10 15 3 1 
2 10 11 1 1 
3 5 5 1 1 
4 10 8 1 1 
5 5 5 1 1 
6 80 44 1 1 
7 5 5 1 1 
8 30 15 1 1 
9 5 3 2 1 
10 10 7 4 1 
Mean 17.00 11.80 1.60 1 
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are slightly better than those for the students in hostels but are still 
below the recommendations of the Illuminating Engineering Society of the 
United States. 
The fact that the quantity of light at the task for students in homes 
was somewhat better than that for the students in the hostels was possibly 
because in home situations they may have had more freedom of choice about 
their lighting and less restriction regarding the number of lighting fix­
tures and the wattage of the lamp used. In homes there would probably be 
more flexibility of wiring arrangement so that portable lamps could be 
used as required. There were restrictions in the hostels regarding the 
permissable wattage of lamps. This partly explains the reason for such 
poor quantity of light. 
Most students had two sources of general light in their study rooms, 
but very few had a task light in addition to the general light. Table 5 
shows the number of sources of general light in the study rooms. 
Table 5. Distribution of students according to the number of general 
lights in the room 
No. of general Hostel Home Total 
lights No. % No. % No. % 
One 10 18, .19 19 34, .55 29 26 .37 
Two 45 81, .81 33 60. ,00 78 70 .90 
Three 0 0. 00 2 3. 63 2 1 
CN C
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More than three 0 0. 00 1 1. 82 1 .91 
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Hostel rooms in this study were equipped with only one or two general 
lights in each room. In the hostels 80 percent of the students had two 
general lights while in homes the figure was 60 percent. There were a 
few cases in the home group in which there were more than two general 
lights in the room. 
Forty percent of the students had a task light in addition to the 
general light(s) in the study room. Table 6 shows the distribution of the 
students according to the presence or absence of a task light in addition 
to the general light. 
Table 6. Distribution of the students according to the presence of task 
1 ight 
Task light Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. C & 
Yes 12 21.80 33 60.00 45 40, .90 
No 43 78.20 22 40.00 65 59. 10 
Quality of Illumination 
Quantity and quality are equally important aspects of lighting. The 
first requirement of lighting standards is that of adequate candle power. 
According to Paulson (64) after the first requirement is achieved, the 
next requirements in order of importance are adequate brightness contrast 
ratio between immediate work task and the surrounding environment, absence 
of glare, no _shadows and adequate distribution of light. In this study 
because of the poor quantity of light to start with, the scaling of the 
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quality of light in terms of brightness ratios and distribution ratios 
was not possible. Therefore, a scale was developed to measure the quality 
of light in terms of the factors affecting the quality of light such as 
the kind of light emitted from the light source, the lighting fixture it­
self and its characteristics, the nature of the surroundings and related 
conditions. A high score in this case does not mean that the quality of 
the light is excellent. 
The different factors influencing the quality of light in this study 
are: absence of glare, direction, distribution, diffusion and reflectance 
of the surroundings. According to Webber (77) any study lighting must 
start with the selection of practical related conditions like desk place­
ment in the room, finish and size of the desk and student eye position. 
These related conditions are also considered along with the lighting in 
this study. 
Glare 
An important aspect of the quality of light can be determined by 
assessing the amount of glare. Ehrenkranz and Inman (13) described good 
quality of light from a practical point of view as light with the minimum 
of glare. A scale was developed with the factors contributing to glare 
as described in the Method of Brocedure. The total glare score is com­
prised of three different kinds of glare; that is, direct glare, reflected 
glare and glare by contrast. 
Direct glare Direct glare is the kind of glare from the light 
source, itself, which causes discomfort to the eyes. Table 7 shows the 
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number and percentage of students receiving various scores for direct 
glare. 
Table 7. Distribution of students according to direct glare score for 
the lighting in the study area 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
14-18 10 18.19 27 49.10 37 33.63 
9-13 16 29.09 19 34.54 35 31.82 
U1
 1 00
 
29 52.72 9 16.36 38 34.55 
The higher the score was for glare, the lower was the quality of 
light. A higher percentage of the students residing in homes than of the 
hostel students had light of poor quality as far as glare was concerned. 
This result may be due to the fact that in the hostels there were not many 
students who used portable lamps at the task; and hence, the glare from 
this source was not a part of the total score for most of the students in 
the hostels. The general light provided in the room was usually not in 
the direct field of vision while the student studied; therefore, there was 
a higher proportion of hostel students who had less direct glare than was 
tmie for students in homes. The individual items included in direct glare 
and the number and percentage of the students having various scores for 
each item are given in the Appendix. 
Reflected glare Table 8 shows the distribution of students ac­
cording to scores for reflected glare. Most of the students had low scores 
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Table 8. Distribution of students according to reflected glare score 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
5-6 0 0.00 11 20.00 11 10.00 
3-4 10 18.18 14 25.44 24 21.82 
1-2 45 81.82 30 54.54 75 68.18 
on this variable. 
Low scores for reflected glare can result when there is an insufficient 
quantity of. light. Such light can reflect only a minimum quantity of 
light even if the surfaces are specular in nature. The responses of the 
students indicated that the table surfaces and the lamp bases were not 
shiny in nature to reflect any incident light. It was more often true in 
the hostels than in the homes. 
Glare by contrast Glare by contrast results from an inadequate 
brightness-contrast ratio between the immediate work task and the sur­
rounding environment. Table 9 shows the distribution of students accord­
ing to the scores on glare by contrast. 
Table 9. Distribution of students according to scores on glare by con­
trast for lighting in the study area 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
More than 6 12 21.82 26 47.27 38 34 .54 
5-6 0 0.00 3 5.46 3 2 .73 
2-4 43 78.18 26 47.27 69 62 .73 
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Generally the students residing in the hostels had only general 
lighting in their rooms. As a result of this, the quantity of light at 
the task was low; however, there was no glare by contrast because of the 
distribution of light from the general light in the entire room. Such a 
lighting condition is not a desirable situation for studying. At the same 
time, judging from the standpoint of glare by contrast, this situation 
probably is better than having only a goose-neck type of task lighting in 
the entire study area. Luckiesh and Moss (57) recommend general lighting 
plus task lighting as the ideal goal of lighting for seeing. Paulson (64) 
reports that the ability to see is lowest where there is a marked contrast 
between the work-task and the background. As the background is better il­
luminated, the sensitivity is improved until the background approaches 
the same level as the task where the sensitivity then levels off. In 
half of the cases of students residing in homes, there seemed to be large 
amounts of glare by contrast. The distribution of students for each item 
under the different types of glare is given in the Appendix. 
Table 10 shows the distribution of students for the total glare score 
for lighting in the student's study area. A major proportion of the 
Table 10. Distribution of students according to scores for total glare 
for the lighting in the student's study area 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
24-31 8 14.55 21 38.18 29 26.36 
16-23 9 16.36 13 23.64 22 20.00 
8-15 38 69.09 21 38.18 59 53.64 
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hostel students had less glare score for their lighting. For these stu­
dents the direct glare score was low for reasons mentioned earlier. Re­
flected glare was low because of the type of reflecting surfaces around 
them. The score for glare by contrast was also relatively low and hence 
the low total score for glare. The glare scores differed according to the 
number of lighting fixtures, the type of fixtures, the type of task light, 
the shielding of the lamp, the location of the fixtures with regard to 
whether it was in the direct field of vision or not, the distribution of 
light in the room and the type of reflecting surface on which the student 
worked. 
A comparison of the responses of the students interviewed with those 
of interviewer, showed that the responses of the students were not highly 
reliable. Probably due to the lack of knowledge among the students about 
the whole area of lighting and their habits of using a particular type of 
lighting, they were not able to recognize problems in their lighting and 
in some cases they were not able to respond accurately to the questions. 
Items in the direct glare category were visibility of lamp from the posi­
tion where the student studied, the kind of lamp and the shielding of the 
lamp. The student-interviewer reliability coefficients for these items 
were .83, .92 and .83 respectively. An examination of the responses in­
dicated that the students always reported the presence of any feature while 
the interviewer sometimes reported the absence of it. During the time lag 
of two weeks between the interview and the questionnaire administration, 
some of the elements in the lighting arrangement inay .have been changed. 
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Direction 
Direction of light was classified into three categories: direct 
light, indirect light and semi-direct light. The mean for the general 
lights and the task lights for each student was calculated according to 
the scores given in the coding plan. Direct light had the lowest score, 
and semi-direct light had the highest score. As shown in Table 11 most 
of the students in both types of residences had direct light in their 
study areas, very few had indirect light and none had semi-direct light. 
Table 11. Distribution of students according to the direction of light 
Direction of Hostel Home Total 
light No. % No. % No. % 
Direct 45 81, .81 50 90. 90 95 86, .36 
Indirect 3 5, .46 3 5. 46 6 5, .46 
Semi-direct 0 0. 00 0 0. 00 0 0. 00 
No response 7 12. 73 2 3. 64 9 8. 18 
The data reveal similarity in the kinds of fixtures used. Although the 
luminaires looked different in appearance in the diagrams checked by the 
students in their questionnaires, they were basically the same design as 
far as the direction of light was concerned. They all directed the light 
toward the desired surface, and the minimum amount was lost in transmis­
sion. The quality of such light, however, is inferior because it forms 
objectionable contrast in brightness although the quantity of light at the 
task may be of optimum level. This offsets the luminance ratio creating 
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considerable discomfort to the eye. 
Brightness ratio 
The actual brightness ratio could be calculated from the footcandle 
readings at the task, immediate and general surroundings. Table 12 shows 
the actual brightness ratio of task to the immediate and general surround­
ings for the hostel students interviewed. 
Table 12. Brightness ratio of task to immediate surroundings and to 
general surroundings for the hostel students 
Student Brightness ratio of task Brightness ratio of task to 
to immediate surroundings general surroundings 
1 1:1 .1:10 
2 5:1 5:1 
3 5:1 5:3% 
4 10:1 1:1* 
5 5:1 5:1 
6 1:1 1:1 
7 1:1 1:1 
8 1:1 1:1 
9 1:1 1:1 
10 1:1 1:1 
11 11:1 11:1 
12 3:1^ 3:1 
13 10:1 10:1 
^Gases in which there was a sufficient amount of light to register on 
the lightmeter in both areas. Brightness ratio is meaningful in only 
these cases. 
It was not possible to develop a meaningful scale to categorize the 
different readings because of the very low quantity of light at the various 
points. Hence a scale based on this ratio was not developed lest it be 
misleading. 
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Table 13 shows the brightness ratio of task to immediate and to 
general surroundings, for the students interviewed in homes. 
Table 13. Brightness ratio of task to immediate surroundings and to 
general surroundings for the students interviewed in homes 
Student Brightness ratio of task Brightness ratio of task 
to immediate surroundings to general surroundings 
1 5:1* 15:1 
2 11:1 11:1 
3 5:1 5:1 
4 8:1 8:1 
5 5.1* 5:1 
6 44:1 44:1 
7 5:1 5:1 
8 15:1 15:1 
9 3.2* 3:1 
10 7:4* 7:1 
*Cases where there is measurable amount of light in both areas. 
Brightness ratio for the students interviewed in homes was relatively 
better than in hostels because there were at least measurable quantities 
of light at the task and in the general surroundings for more students. 
However, the brightness contrast between the task area and the surroundings 
can be easily seen from the ratios given in Table 13. Such conditions are 
caused by spotty light at the task without sufficient general light in the 
room for an ideal brightness ratio. Since more of the students in the 
homes used portable lights at their desks than did hostel students, they 
had contrasts in illumination that could be so harsh as to be objectionable 
even though bulbs were shielded. Only with better design of study lamps 
and additional general lighting can this problem be solved. 
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Distribution of light 
The scores for distribution were determined by calculating the mean 
of the scores for the kind and size of lamp used in the light source, kind 
of shade, shape of the shade for the task light, size of the shade, height 
of the lamp and student's subjective judgments about the spread of light 
over the task area. 
Table 14. Distribution of students according to the scores for distribu­
tion of light 
Scores Hostel Home , Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
5-11 31 56.36 12 21.82 43 39.09 
12-18 24 43.64 35 63.64 59 53.64 
19-25 0 0.00 8 14.54, 8 7.27 
First of all, there were not enough light sources in the rooms of 
the students to have good distribution of light. The opaque type of shade, 
the low-wattage incandescent lamps and the short table lamps used contribu­
ted to the low distribution scores. No hostel student had a score in the 
range of 19-25. On the other hand, the scores for the home group were 
spread among all three categories with the majority in the category of 
12-18. These results indicate that, on the average, those who resided in 
homes had better quality of light than did the hostel students. They had 
better quantity of light and possibly that affected the distribution of 
light in the room. The individual items for distribution of light and the 
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frequency and percentage of responses are given in the Appendix. 
Diffusion 
Diffusion of lighting was rated according to the kind of lamp used, 
kind of shade and the nature of light from the lamps as reported by the 
students. The total score was very much the same for the hostel and home 
groups as shown in Table 15. The similarity is probably due to the types 
of lamps available in the market. There was no indication of a diffuser 
in any of the lamps reported. All of the light from lamps without dif-
fusers is transmitted in an image forming state. Sharp shadows result 
from nondiffused lights. Direct glare is often the result of low dif­
fusion of light. The individual items under diffusion and the frequency 
and percentage of responses are given in the Appendix. 
Table 15. Distribution of students according to the scores on diffusion 
of light 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
3-4 9 16, .36 10 18, .18 19 17, .27 
5—6 37 67. 28 36 65. 46 73 66. 37 
More than 7 9 16. 36 9 16. 36 18 16. 36 
Reflectance 
Vision is dependent upon reflected light; hence, the nature of the sur­
rounding surfaces was investigated to determine how these surfaces facili­
tated the reflection of light. The different items included in the re-
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flection score were reflection from the lamp itself and reflection from 
the task surface and surroundings. Reflection from the exterior and in­
terior of the shade were included in the lamp reflectance. The reflectance 
from the work surface was assessed by the nature of the surface in terms 
of color and texture, and the reflectance from the surroundings was com­
posed of the color of the wall, ceiling and floor. 
Reflectance from the lamp, itself, can contribute to visual comfort 
or discomfort. The shade is the major contributor to reflectance charac­
teristic. The color of both the exterior and interior of the shade can 
influence the transmission and reflection of light from the lamp. 
As Table 16 shows, about one-fourth of the hostel students had lamp­
shades with white exterior surface, and one-fifth had shades with dark 
colored exterior surface. About 65 percent of the students from homes 
had lamp shades with exterior surfaces that were white or light in color, 
while the others had shades of darker surface. The latter type will not 
transmit much light to the surroundings. 
Table 16. Distribution of students according to the color of the exterior 
of the shade for general and task light 
Exterior color Hostel Home Total 
of shade No. % No. % No. % 
Dark 11 20 .00 6 10. ,91 17 15 .45 
Medium light 6 10 .91 8 14, .55- 14 12 .73 
Light 6 10 .91 15 27. 27 21 19 .09 
White 15 27 .27 21 38. ,18 36 32 
No response 17 30 .91 5 9. 09 22 20 .00 
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As shown in Table 17, about 90 percent of the students from homes 
and 70 percent of the students from the hostels had lampshades with white 
or light colored interior surfaces necessary for the reflection of light. 
Table 17. Distribution of students according to the color of the interior 
of the shade for general and task light 
Interior color Hostel Home Total 
of shade No. % No. % No. % 
Dark 0 0, .00 0 0, .00 0 0, .00 
Medium light 0 0. 00 1 1, .82 1 0, .91 
Light 1 1. 82 5 9. 09 6 10. ,91 
White 37 67. 27 44 80. ,00 5 9. ,09 
No response 17 30. 91 5 9. 09 22 20. ,00 
The work surface used by the students varied in color and texture. 
Over one-third of the students in hostels had white or light colored desk 
tops. Although hostels were equipped with the same kind of furniture in 
all rooms, there was some variation in the descriptions of work surfaces 
mainly because of differences in the color and texture of the table 
cloths used by the students. 
Only about 30 percent of the students in homes had white or a light 
color for the work surface. The others had a dark or medium light color 
which does not reflect much light; hence, the whole task area may look 
dark. Such a dark surface is not likely to contribute to visual comfort 
or easy seeing. 
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Reflectance of the desk surface was assessed in terms of the texture 
of the surface since finish of the work surface affects the type of reflec­
tion. Spread or diffused reflection from mat-finished surfaces contribute 
to comfortable vision and specular reflection; if surfaces are shiny in 
nature, they can cause disability glare. As shown in Table 18 over three-
fourths of the hostel students had dull work surfaces while less than 60 
percent of the students residing in homes had this type of work surface. 
Almost 40 percent of the home students had shiny work surfaces which might 
reflect the light and would cause specular reflection if there were suf­
ficient incident light. 
Table 18. Distribution of students according to the reflectance of work 
surface by texture 
Texture of Hostel Home Total 
work surface No. % No. % No. % 
Shiny 6 10. 91 21 38. 18 27 24, .55 
Dull 43 78. ,18 32 58. 18 75 68. 18 
No response 6 10. ,91 2 3. 64 8 7. 27 
The surfaces considered in this study in terms of reflectance level 
due to color are ceiling, wall and floor. Table 19 shows the number and 
percentage of students according to the color of the ceiling. In both 
groups the ceiling reflectance level was high for most students. When 
ceilings are light or white in color, most of the light which strikes on 
the ceiling reflects back for use on the work surface. 
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Table 19. Distribution of students according to the color of the ceiling 
Color of Hostel Home Total 
ceiling No. % No. % No. % 
Dark 0 0, .00 2 3. 64 2 1. 82 
Medium light 0 0. 00 4 7, .27 4 3, .64 
Light 8 14. 55 13 23. ,64 21 19. ,10 
White 47 85. ,45 36 65. ,45 83 75. ,45 
As far as the color of the wall was concerned, over 95 percent of the 
hostel students had white or light colored walls while over one-fourth of 
the students residing in homes had medium light walls as shown in Table 20. 
Table 20. Distribution of students according to the color of the wall 
Color of Hostel Home Total 
the wall No. % No. % No. % 
Dark 0 0. 00 0 0, .00 0 0. 00 
Medium light 2 3. 64 15 27. 27 17 15. 45 
Light 34 61. 82 36 65, .46 70 63. 64 
White 19 34. 54 4 7. 27 23 20. ,91 
One possible explanation of the greater variation in color of walls in 
homes than in hostels is the freedom of families to make their decision 
about color. For the hostel the decision made by the hostel authority re­
garding color of the wall is followed for all rooms irrespective of the 
desires of the students. Since families have their choice of colors for 
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walls, it would be advantageous for them to know the criteria for selecting 
colors to obtain the optimum reflectance level. 
Table 21 shows the number and percentage of students having floors 
of various colors in their study areas. 
Table 21. Distribution of students according to the color of floor 
Color of Hostel Home Total 
floor No. % No. % No. % 
Dark 0 0, .00 5 9, .09 5 4. 54 
Medium light 33 60. 00 29 52. 72 62 56. 37 
Light 20 36. 36 8 14. 54 28 25. 45 
White 2 3. 64 3 5. 45 5 4. 54 
Scores representing various factors of reflectance as described in 
the Method of Procedure were added to obtain a total reflectance score. 
(See Appendix.) More accurate methods of finding the reflectance levels 
are needed to get objective readings. Table 22 shows that most of the 
students had surfaces of optimum reflectance level except on table sur­
faces. Use of light colored blotters would be a solution to this problem. 
Table 22. Distribution of students according to total scores on reflection 
Scores Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
9-15 13 23.64 4 7.27 17 15.46 
16-22 26 47.27 36 65.45 62 56.36 
23-28 16 29.09 15 27.27 31 28.18 
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In general the reflectance level of the surrounding surfaces met the 
desirable standards, but an adequate quantity of light is also needed to 
get the best results. More objective measurements are needed to identify 
the exact reflectance level of surfaces. 
Student Study Practices 
According to Harmon (28) lighting is the dominant element in study and 
has bearing on posture and attitude as well as seeing. The student study 
practices considered in this study as important factors were location and 
duration of study, the space available for use and use of the available 
light. Even when there is provision of needed facilities, students may 
not use them efficiently or derive the fullest benefit from them. Find­
ings regarding such practices are reported in this section. 
Duration of study time 
General adequacy of illumination for possible prolonged seeing and 
the special need to recognize the illumination needs for situations vary­
ing in time and nature of the task have been discussed by many experts. 
An attempt was made in this study to identify the practices of students 
in terms of their total study time, the proportion of study at the table 
or desk and desk placement. Lighting needs can vary from person to person 
depending on the length of time spent in studying. As shown in Table 23 
slightly over 90 percent of the hostel and 70 percent of the home students 
studied for two to four hours. Among the home students, 20 percent studied 
for less than two hours per day compared to 7.27 percent of the hostel 
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Table 23. Distribution of students according to the duration of study 
time 
Daily study Hostels Home Total 
time No. % No. % No. % 
Less than 2 hours 4 7.27 11 20.00 15 13.64 
2-4 hours 50 90.91 39 70.91 89 80.91 
More than 4 hours 1 1.82 5 9.09 6 5.45 
students. Slightly over nine percent of the students from homes studied 
for more than four hours a day. 
Table 24 shows distribution of students according to the proportion 
of study time apent at a table. As can be seen, about two-thirds of the 
total students studied for two to three hours at the table, and the rest 
studied at the table for less than two hours. Slightly over 70 percent 
of the hostel students studied for ,two to three hours at the table compared 
to about 54 percent in the home. The increase in proportion of hostel 
students studying at the table compared to the students from home is prob­
ably due to the provision of a table for each student in the hostel. At 
home students may change study location to suit convenience and needs. 
Table 24. Distribution of students according to the duration of study 
at a table 
Hours of study Hostel Home Total 
at a table No. % No. % No^ % 
1 15 27.27 22 40.00 37 33.64 
2 26 47.27 18 32.74 44 40.00 
3 13 23.64 12 21.81 25 22.73 
No response 1 1.82 3 5.45 4 3.63 
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Type of lighting used for studying 
When there is provision of general and task light in the room, stu­
dents sometimes may not make efficient use of the facilities because of 
lack of knowledge or because of habit. Table 25 shows that about 60 per­
cent of the students studied by general light only. Slightly more than 
29 percent of the students studied by both general and task light, and less 
than 10 percent studied by task light alone. Table 25 shows that a larger 
number of students from homes than from hostels used both types of lights 
for study purposes. The hostel students had no provision for using sup­
plementary lighting and, therefore, were restricted to using only general 
light. Experts in the lighting field recommend an ideal balance between 
general and task light for studying after continuous research done in this 
area. Although a high proportion of the home students had general and task 
lighting, because of the spotty nature of the task light an ideal balance 
between general and task light could not be obtained. 
Table 25. Distribution of students according to the type of lights used 
for studying 
Type of lights Hostel Home Total 
used for studying No. %. No. % No. % 
Task light only 2 3.64 8 14.55 10 9.09 
General light only 44 80.00 24 43.64 68 61.82 
Both general and 
task light 9 16.36 23 41.81 32 29.09 
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Space available for study purposes 
Generally a desk should provide an adequate work area that is easily 
lighted. Table 26 shows that most of the hostel students had desks of 
fairly adequate size. They were however smaller than the area suggested 
by Webber (77) who recommended a flat style desk with an area of 24 by 
46 inches for study purposes. Other specifications by the Better Light 
Better Sight Bureau (2) suggest 24 by 36 inches as dimensions for the 
study table. Webber (77) stated that the dimensions of the desk should 
provide enough space for the student to work but should not be so large 
that the area is difficult to light. 
Table 26. Distribution of students according to table space available 
for study 
Area of space in Hostel Home Total 
square feet No % No. % No. % 
Less than 4 0 0.00 4 7.27 4 3.64 
4~6 29 52.73 13 23.64 42 38.18 
6. IwS 20 36.37 15 27.27 35 31.82 
More than 8 0 0.00 J.7 30.91 17 15.46 
No response 6 10.90 6 10.90 12 10.90 
Within each of the hostels all students had tables of the same size. 
Considering the tables in all three hostels, areas varied from four to 
eight square feet. The tables were narrow in many cases so that the student 
was seated too close to the wall for most efficient use of reflected light. 
For students residing in homes it was found that about 7.27 percent had 
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table space of less than four square feet, about one-half had four to 
eight square feet and less than one-third had more than eight square feet 
of table space. In the latter case it would be difficult to light the 
table. 
Table 27 shows that most of the hostel students had a desk of their 
own although in about one third of the cases they were required to share 
with one person. In homes a similar situation prevailed except that five 
students shared with two or three persons. Such sharing would reduce the 
amount of space available for study or the time that the space was avail­
able for each student. 
Table 27. Distribution of students according to sharing of table space 
Sharing of Hostel Home Total 
table No. % No. % No. % 
With no one else 34 61.82 34 61.82 68 61.81 
With one person 17 30.91 13 23.64 30 27.27 
With two persons 0 0.00 2 3.64 2 1.82 
With more than two 
persons 
0 . 0.00 3 5.45 3 2.73 
No response 4 7.27 3 5.45 7 6.37 
Table 28 shows the distribution of students on the basis of sharing 
rooms or study areas. In hostels there was no case in which a student 
had a room for herself. Two or three students shared each room. In 
homes, however, the situation naturally varied depending on the number of 
rooms and the family size. Sixty percent of the students from homes shared 
rooms with one or two persons. Slightly above 20 percent shared with more 
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than two persons and about 18 percent had single rooms. 
Table 28. Distribution of students according to sharing of study area 
Sharing of Hostel Home Total 
room No. % No. % No. % 
With no one else 0 0.00 10 18.19 10 9.09 
With one person 22 40.00 23 41.81 45 40.91 
With two persons 33 60.00 10 18.19 12 21.80 
More than two 
persons 
0 0.00 12 21.81 12 10.91 
Those students who were staying at home studied mostly in living or 
bedrooms. Very few had a separate study room and some studied in the 
dining room. Webber (77) in her study, also pointed out that students 
sometimes used the dining room for study and that the room was usually not 
adequately lighted for study purposes. The importance of having a planned 
study area was emphasized in her study also. 
Table 29. Distribution of students according to the rooms where they 
study 
Location of 
study area 
Hostel Home Total 
No % No. % No. % 
Hostel room 55 100, .000 0 0, .00 55 50, .00 
Living room 0 0. 00 22 40. 00 22 20, .00 
Bedroom 0 0. 00 24 43. 64 24 21, .81 
Study room 0 0. ,00 6 10. ,91 6 5. 46 
Dining room 0 0. 00 3 5. ,45 3 2, .73 
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Desk placement 
The placement of the desk was evaluated in relation to its effect on 
the lighting of the visual field. The possible choices of placement 
identified were flat against the wall, in the corner of the room, in the 
center of the room and in front of a window. The first two locations were 
considered--the most desirable because those placements utilize the diffuse 
reflectance of the wall to increase the amount of light on the work surface. 
The walls also set specific-boundaries for the visual fields and allowed 
the brightness of objects in the visual field to be readily controlled. 
A well designed luminaire on a desk in either of these positions can light 
the desk and visual field with little or no dependence on other lighting. 
Table 30 shows that about half the students had the desk ideally 
placed. The other half of the students had the desk placed in front of 
the window which is the least desirable position for a study desk. The 
variability of outside light available makes glare and lighting difficult 
to control during day time and at night time there may be a dark visual 
field to face. 
Table 30. Distribution of students according to the placement of the desk 
Placement Hostel Home Total 
of the desk No. % No. % No. % 
Against the wall or 
in the corner 28 50.91 24 43.64 5l2 47.27 
Against the window 25 45.46 22 40.00 47 42.74 
Center of the room 2 3.63 4 7.27 6 5.45 
No response 0 0.00 5 9.09 5 4.54 
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Placement of the desk in the center of the room is not as efficient 
as in the first case. There were a few students in this study who had 
the table placed in such a way so that the visual field and its brightness 
were not easily controlled. It is also quite difficult to use study 
luminaires on a table in the center of the room. 
Postural position 
Lighting is the dominant element in study and has bearing on posture 
and attitude as well as seeing. If the student has a table set up for 
study but without adequate lighting she probably will not sit at the table. 
She may find another comfortable position for study. Table 31 shows the 
number and percentage of students according to their postural position. 
Table 31. Distribution of students according to the postural position 
while studying 
Group Lying on bed Sitting on bed divan Sitting at table Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Hostel 10 18.19 14 25.44 31 56.36 55 
Home 2 3.63 13 23.63 40 72.72 55 
Total 12 21.80 27 24.54 71 64.55 110 
In hostels, it was found that about half of the students did not study at 
the desk or table. They either sat on a bed or divan or were lying on a 
bed while studying. Such positions are not likely to provide adequate 
lighting for study purposes. Students then may place their books very 
close to their eyes which can be really strenuous for the eyes. According 
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to Table 31 more students in homes than in hostels studied at the table. 
A similar study by Diggers (3) in the United States reported that two-
thirds of the students studied in their beds. The proportion of students 
studying in bed however was lower in this study. The student study prac­
tice indicates a need for information to be given to students about light­
ing and its effective use so that they can critically evaluate their study 
habits in relation to their lighting. 
Evaluation of Adequacy of Light for Study Purposes 
Evaluation of the lighting in the study area was made for students 
residing in homes and hostels. The different factors taken into consider­
ation were the quantity of light in terms of lumens per square foot; 
quality of light in terms of glare, direction, distribution, diffusion, 
reflectance of ceiling, wall and floor, reflectance from the lamp and work 
surface; the related conditions for a good study set-up including desk 
size and placement; and also study practices like study posture and the type 
of lights used for studying. The scoring plan is given in the Appendix. 
Table 32 shows the distribution of the students according to the total 
scores on adequacy of light. 
Table 32. Distribution of students according to the scores on adequacy 
of light in their study areas 
Score^ Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
38-45 11 20.00 11 20.00 22 20.00 
46-54 43 78.18 36 65.45 79 71.82 
55 and above 1 1.82 8 14.55 9 8.18 
a 
Possible score = 100. 
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Scores for quantity and quality were 40 points each and 20 points 
were given for related conditions for study lighting as discussed in the 
Method of Procedure. The range of scores found was from 38 to 67 with an 
average of 49.01. Out of a possible score of 40 for quantity of light, 
no one obtained more than 20 points. The range of total scores was cate­
gorized into three groups; low, medium and high, as a natural breakdown.. 
Because of the poor quantity of light in all cases, scores in the high 
group do not indicate adequate light but only that they were the highest 
scores found. 
Table 32 shows relatively high scores in lighting conditions for 
less than ten percent of the students. Lighting conditions for the stu­
dents in the hostels were poorer than those for the students in the homes. 
The scores obtained by each student for each of the items are given in the 
Appendix. 
Knowledge of Students About Study Lighting 
The test of knowledge which was given to the students was scored ac­
cording to the key prepared for it as shown in the Appendix. Table 33 shows 
the distribution of the students according to the scores on knowledge. 
The range of scores was from one to 13 from a possible score of 18. 
There was not much difference in the distribution of scores obtained for 
the two groups. Generally speaking the knowledge of the students about 
lighting and their ability to apply principles of lighting were not satis­
factory. 
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Table 33. Distribution of the students according to the scores on 
knowledge 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1-4 17 30.90 11 20.00 28 25.46 
5-8 31 56.36 37 67.27 63 57.27 
9-13 7 12.72 7 12.73 14 12.72 
There were 12 major items with sub-items under three questions. 
Questions from A to I measure knowledge and comprehension of lighting 
principles. The last three items require comprehension and application 
of the lighting principles. These questions were particularly difficult 
for students as is seen in Table 34 which shows the pattern of responses 
of students to each item. 
Table 34. Frequency of correct and incorrect" responses to test items 
Items Hostel Home Total 
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
A 28 27 22 33 50 60 
B 49 6 50 5 99 11 
C 11 44 16 39 27 83 
D 17 38 18 37 35 75 
E 35 20 30 25 65 45 
F 6 49 10 45 16 94 
G 21 34 18 37 39 73 
H 22 33 14 41 36 74 
I 11 44 13 42 24 86 
J 27 28 34 21 61 42 
K 21 34 21 34 42 68 
L (Total item) 1 54 2 53 3 107 
1. 4 51 9 46 13 97 
2. 19 36 21 34 40 70 
3. 4 51 8 47 12 98 
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Table 34. (Continued) 
Items Hostel Home Total 
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
M 31 24 35 20 66 44 
N 
1. 8 47 16 39 24 86 
2. 8 47 7 48 15 95 
3. 28 27 29 26 57 53 
Items L and N required application of principles of lighting, and the 
students did not do well on those items. This may be due to their lack 
of knowledge in this area or their unfamiliarity with such test items. 
The scores for the test as a whole indicated the need for instructional 
programs in lighting. If students become aware of the principles of light­
ing and the consequences of inadequate lighting, they may be motivated to 
improve their lighting practices by rectifying some of the deficiencies in 
their existing lighting. Although there are obstacles in the way of im­
provement like restriction by hostel authority in the case of lamps of 
specified wattage, shortage of electricity and limited availability of good 
study luminaires in the market, the students can modify their lighting 
conditions in ways that are within their control. 
Some items were included in the questionnaire to test whether the 
students recognized the problems in their present lighting arrangements. 
Table 35 shows that very few of the students recognized problems with their 
lighting. With the number of problems existing according to findings of 
this study, the lack of recognition of problems reveals that students lack 
awareness of good lighting for study practices. 
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Table 35. Distribution of students according to problem recognition in 
their study lighting practices 
Responses Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Recognized problems 2 3.63 6 10.90 8 7.27 
Recognized no problem 38 69.09 44 80.00 82 74.54 
No response 15 27.26 5 9.09 20 18.19 
Relationships Among Variables 
Correlations among the different variables were computed at the Com-
putation Center, Iowa State University. The 15 different variables in­
cluded in the correlation matrices are as follows: knowledge of students 
about lighting; quantity of light in lumens per square foot; scores for 
total glare, direction, distribution, reflection, and diffusion of light; 
type of lighting used for study; proportion of study time at table; pos­
tural position while studying; desk placement; recognition of problem in 
lighting arrangement; space available for studying; sharing of table and 
sharing of room. Correlation matrices for each of the two residential 
groups as well as the pooled-within-group intercorrelation matrix are 
shown in Tables 36, 37 and 38. 
In the pooled-within-group correlation matrix the only variable which 
correlated with knowledge was the diffusion aspect of lighting. Consider­
ing the two groups separately, in the hostel group, the knowledge score 
correlated positively with diffusion and negatively with quantity of light, 
glare, and recognition of problems in the lighting arrangement; in the home 
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group, the knowledge score did not correlate with any other variable. 
The positive correlation of knowledge with diffusion and negative correla­
tion with glare is probably due to the fact that the students in the hostels 
can choose the lamps (bulbs) they want to have in their study area because 
the hostels do not supply them. It is possible that as the knowledge 
about lighting increased, students chose lamps which provided for more 
diffusion and less glare. 
Table 36. Pooled-within-group correlation matrix^ 
Variables^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 51 
6 20 
7 23 -30 
8 28 
9 
10 -29 
11 19 
12 
13 23 
14 
15 
28 
42 
21 
27 
23 
20 26 
^In this and the following two tables only correlations significantly 
different from zero at or beyond the five percent level are shown. For n= 
108, r .^^=.25 and r .Qg-.ISU 
^Variables (here and following two tables): 
1. Knowledge score 9. Proportion of study at table 
2. Lumens per square foot 10. Study posture 
3. Glare 11. Location of study table 
4. Direction 12. Recognition of problem 
5. Distribution 13. Space available for study 
6. Reflection 14. Sharing of table 
7. Diffusion 15. Sharing of room. 
8. Type of lighting used for study 
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Table 37. Correlation^ matrix for hostel students 
Variables 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 
2 -30 
3 -33 
4 29 
5 44 27 
6 42 
7 33 -31 
8 
9 
10 -32 -30 
11 
12 -31 
13 
14 
15 43 
^For n=55, r .oi=.34 and r .95-.27 
Table 38. Correlation^ matrix for students from homes 
Variables^ 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 66 31 
6 30 47 
7 -29 30 34 
8 56 43 -28 
9 
10 -28 29 
11 
12 -30 31 
13 -30 31 
14 
00 CN I 
15 30 
^For n=55, r .oi=»34 and r «05=.27. 
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All three correlation matrices show that quantity of light corre­
lated negatively with the postural position of the students while studying. 
This finding may indicate that students chose the bed or divan rather than 
sitting at a table to study because of having more light available at the 
location selected. 
As shown in Tables 36, 37 and 38 the correlations between distribu­
tion and each of the two variables, reflection and glare, were among the 
highest indicated. In this study, glare for all of the luminaires was 
added to get the total glare score, thus, the possible glare score in­
creased. As the number of luminaires increased, the distribution score 
was also likely to be increased. When there was better distribution of 
light, there was also the possibility of better utilization of reflection 
characteristics of surfaces. 
Glare and type of light used had a positive correlation in this 
study. A partial explanation is that as the students used both general 
and task light of an undiffused nature, there was likely to be more direct 
glare. The gooseneck type of study lamps frequently used with inadequate 
general light caused objectionable brightness contrasts and increased the 
glare by contrast. 
Distribution and type of lighting used had a positive correlation as 
seen in the pooled-within-group correlation matrix and in the matrix for 
the home group. In homes a high proportion of students had task light 
along with general light. This combination resulted in better distribu­
tion of light than was true from a single source of light. Since 80 per­
cent of the hostel rooms were provided with only general light, there was 
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no variation from one person to another in type of light used. The dis­
tribution score was also comparatively low for this group. 
Glare and diffusion correlated negatively with each other as seen 
in all three correlation matrices. The higher the glare score, the lower 
the diffusion tended to be and vice versa. The correlation between these 
two characteristics would probably have been much higher if only direct 
glare had been correlated with diffusion rather than the total glare score 
which included not only direct glare but also reflected glare and glare 
by contrast. 
Although there were no high correlations in these findings, the quali­
tative aspects of lighting were interrelated. One reason for the low 
correlations was the limited variation among students on many of the as­
pects of lighting. 
Suggestions for Improvement of Study Lighting 
Evaluation of the existing lighting conditions for study in student 
residences has indicated inadequacies in quantity and quality of lighting. 
The lighting conditions in this study failed to meet the recommended 
standards due to the prevalent use of low-wattage lamps in the luminaires. 
Certain improvements could be made in lighting arrangements although there 
are obstacles to improvement. 
The need for improvement in designs of luminaires for general and 
task light cannot be overemphasized. Quality of lighting could be improved 
considerably by better methods of light control such as refraction, dif­
fusion, reflection, and polarization. Some specifications for luminaire 
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designs are needed at this point. A cooperative effort of the Indian 
Standards Institution and illuminating engineers is greatly needed to 
improve designs of the luminaires for producing better quality light. 
Specifications with regard to dimensions of luminaires in terms of height, 
diameter of shade, depth of the shade and materials to be used for differ­
ent parts of the luminaires are needed with instructions about mounting 
height and placement to produce the maximum quantity of light with the 
least amount of glare. 
Such specifications must then be brought to the attention of the dif­
ferent manufacturers to guide them in designing new lamps which meet the 
criteria of good lighting. Manufacturers need to consider the design as­
pect of luminaires from the standpoint of least amount of glare, better 
distribution, diffusion, direction, refraction, reflection, and polariza­
tion so that light from these luminaires would provide for visual comfort 
and efficiency. 
There were indications from the responses of the students that they 
could not use portable lighting for study because of lack of electric out­
lets. The provision of additional outlets often may not be feasible in 
existing buildings. However, as new construction is planned, homemakers, 
architects and persons responsible for the construction of residence halls 
should give careful consideration to the wiring plan which is the founda­
tion of the lighting system. The wiring plan should provide for flexibility 
of lighting arrangement in relation to the needs of students and also for 
enabling the use of a portable lamp at the table. 
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If basic wiring is provided with well spaced outlets, a change in 
type of reflector or in size of lamp may be made without undue compli­
cations; but where the space between outlets is too great or the wiring 
inadequate, satisfactory results can never be obtained without expensive 
alterations. 
Consumers in general need to know what constitutes adequate lighting 
as far as quantity and quality are concerned. In addition, they need to 
know that desk size, finish and placement and task placement also con­
tribute to provision of good study-lighting conditions. Optimum reflect­
ing surfaces on desk, ceiling, walls and floor are important aspects to 
be considered to insure the maximum reflectance possible without producing 
glare. 
All efforts should be made to increase the quantity of light in the 
residences. Other factors can be worked on simultaneously. For instance, 
shielding to avoid glare may be accomplished by changing the shade or 
fitting a diffusing disc or bowl in the luminaire. 
Such improvements would bring the lighting and study conditions to a 
higher level but would not insure that the student always studied under 
good conditions. Instructional programs are necessary to inform them about 
good lighting and its importance to them. An integrated approach by differ­
ent departments like physics, home science and physiology would probably 
prove effective in helping students to learn about lighting. The vast in­
structional services in universities are partially wasted if students can­
not study comfortably or efficiently in their rooms and therefore estab­
lish habits that persist throughout their lifetimes. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Good lighting for studying is essential for visual comfort and ef­
fective performance of the task. Over the past years, it has been ob­
served that little attention has been given to special lighting arrange­
ments for students in homes and hostels in Baroda, India. As the tasks 
which need closer vision increase in number and time duration for students, 
providing adequate lighting conditions for studying in residences grows 
in importance. The present study was therefore undertaken to identify the 
existing residential lighting conditions for study for the third-year 
students of the four-year bachelor degree program at the Faculty of Home 
Science, Baroda, India. 
The objectives of the present study were: 
1. To investigate the lighting conditions for studying at a table for the 
third-year Home Science students in their residences by: 
a. Determining the quantity and quality of light available for 
studying with artificial light 
b. Evaluating these lighting conditions according to the criteria 
set up by the Illuminating Engineering Society and Indian 
Standards Institution 
c. Identifying the problem areas related to lighting practices. 
2. To determine study practices in residences in terms of: 
a. Duration of study time 
b. Type of lighting used for studying 
c. Space available for individual use and location of study area. 
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3. To determine the knowledge of the students in regard to lighting for 
studying at the table. 
4.- To make suggestions for improving lighting for studying at the table. 
5. To determine the relationships among the variables. 
A preliminary investigation by an open-ended questionnaire was under­
taken to familiarize the author with the lighting situations in residences 
of students of Faculty of Home Science, Baroda, and also to obtain guide­
lines for structuring the final checklist type of questionnaire. The sam­
ple selected for this preliminary investigation consisted of 25 final-year 
home management students. The responses obtained were analyzed and utilized 
along with other literature to develop the final instrument. 
The final instrument was developed based on the objectives of the 
study and consisted of three parts. The first part was the questionnaire 
which was designed to be administered to the entire population of the study, 
110 third-year students of the four-year bachelor degree program including 
55 students from hostels and 55 from homes. The second part was the test 
of knowledge about lighting and ability to apply principles of lighting. 
This section was also administered to the whole.population. The third part 
was the interview schedule which was designed to obtain actual measure­
ments of lighting and was administered to a random sample of 23 students 
from the total population. 
Instructions for administering the questionnaire and training the in­
terviewer were prepared and sent to the visiting professor along with the 
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instrument. The data were collected during the second semester of the 
academic year of 1965-66. 
A coding plan was developed in which scores were assigned to each re­
sponse to assess the quantity and quality of lighting. The plan also in­
cluded means of analyzing the study practices of the students in terms of 
duration of study time, type of lighting used, space available for study­
ing, desk placement and location of study area. The test of knowledge was 
scored according to the key prepared; scores were assigned to each student 
according to the number of items correct. The interview responses were 
recorded to show the exact illumination levels and other measurements 
descriptive of the lighting conditions. 
A frequency tabulation was done for the 43 variables from the responses 
of the questionnaire. These variables were then grouped into 15 main 
variables, out of which six were specifically variables of the quantity and 
quality of light in the student study area. Correlations were computed at 
the Computation Center, Iowa State University, to determine the interrela­
tionships among the scores for knowledge, quantity, glare, distribution, 
diffusion, reflectance, and direction of light; type of lighting used for 
studying; proportion of study time at the table; study posture; location of 
desk, space available and sharing of table and room. 
Scales were developed to measure the adequacy of lighting in terms of 
quality and quantity of lighting and other related conditions for good 
lighting for study. The different items included in these scales were 
quantity of light in terms of lumens per square foot; direct and reflected 
glare as well as glare by contrast; direction, distribution, and diffusion 
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of light; reflectance of wall, ceiling and floor; reflectance from the 
lamp itself; color and texture of the work surface; desk placement; desk 
size; study posture and the type of light used for studying. 
In general, the quantity of illumination was found to be far below 
the standards recommended by the Indian Standards Institution or the Il­
luminating Engineering Society of the United States. The low-wattage 
lamps used in luminaires contributed to the inadequacy. The quality of 
the lighting conditions was not desirable for visual comfort. The bright­
ness ratio was such as to create objectionable contrasts in brightness be­
tween the task light and the general light when both were present. Most 
of the hostel students studied with general lights only; only a few had a 
task light to supplement the general light in the room. In the case of 
students from homes, 60 percent had task lights as well as general light 
in their study areas. 
Direct glare constituted a major factor in the poor quality of light 
for the students. Scores for direction, distribution and diffusion were 
low. The reflectance levels of the surfaces met the desirable standards 
but only because of an inadequate quantity of light. 
Scales developed to measure the adequacy of light showed that there 
was extreme inadequacy in quantity and quality of lighting conditions in 
these residences. The range of scores on overall adequacy of lighting con­
ditions was from 38 to 67 out of a possible 100; the average score was 49.1. 
The hostel students had poorer lighting conditions than the students from 
homes. 
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Study practices of students were determined to investigate study con­
ditions related to lighting. Such study practices as where and for how 
long students study, the space available for use, and the use of the avail­
able light by the students were considered to be important. About 80 per­
cent of the students studied for only two to four hours. Only 13.64 per­
cent studied less than two hours, and 5.45 percent studied more than four 
hours. About 70 percent of the hostel students studied at the desk for two 
to three hours, while only about half of the students who stayed at home 
studied for this long. 
Only general lighting was used for studying by 80 percent of the hos­
tel students compared with 43.63 percent from the homes. In homes there 
were more provisions for having portable light at study desks. Altogether 
there were 32 cases where students used both general and task lighting. 
Although an ideal condition for study includes both types of lighting, the 
goose-neck lamp prevalently used by students created objectionable glare 
by contrast in brightness in the room. 
The table space available was fairly adequate, as indicated by the 
students in both groups. About 90 percent of the hostel students had 
available an area of four to eight square feet, and about 50 percent of 
the students from home had tables of similar dimensions. About 30 percent 
of the students from home had table space of more than eight square feet, 
and 7.27 percent had less than four square feet of space for studying. 
Of all students 61.81 percent had a table for individual use while 
others had to share tables with one or two other persons. About 30 per­
cent shared with one other person and the remainder with two or more per­
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sons. As far as sharing of the room was concerned, about 80 percent of 
the students shared with one or two persons. 
There was no variation among the hostel students in the location of 
their study area; all studied in their own rooms. In contrast, 44 per­
cent of the students from home studied in a bedroom, 40 percent in the 
living room, 10 percent in a study room and the rest in the dining room. 
The placement of the desk was evaluated in relation to its effect on 
the lighting of the visual field. About half of the students had desks 
placed next to the wall; about 40 percent had the desk in front of a win­
dow, and the rest had it in the center of the room. 
Lighting is the dominant element in study and has a bearing on posture 
and seeing. In this study, it was found that about 65 percent of the 
students studied at the desk, 22 percent studied lying on the bed, and the 
others studied sitting on a bed or divan. When bed or divan were used, 
it was unlikely that the study area was lighted adequately. 
There was not much difference in the distribution of scores obtained 
for the two groups on the test of knowledge. Generally speaking the know­
ledge of the students about lighting and their ability to apply principles 
were not satisfactory. 
Correlations between the 15 major variables were computed. In the 
pooled-within-group correlation matrix the only variable that correlated 
with knowledge was diffusion. Glare correlated negatively with diffusion 
and positively with distribution and reflection. The correlation matrix 
for each of the two groups and the matrix based on pooled within-group 
variance show that the variables comprising the qualitative aspects of 
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lighting were interrelated; therefore, improvement in one of these charac­
teristics would probably improve other aspects of the quality. With some 
variables like quantity, direction of light and duration of study time, 
there was not much variation among the scores; hence, there was little or 
no correlation with other variables. 
The study indicated that the existing residential lighting conditions 
for study were far from adequate in quantity and in quality. A lack of 
awareness on the part of the students regarding good study lighting shows 
the need for instructional programs in this area. A resource guide was 
developed as an aid to teachers in planning instruction in lighting for 
undergraduate students, but is not included in this dissertation. 
A number of studies can stem from the present one. First, a survey 
of the existing residential lighting conditions in representative samples 
from different regions of the country needed to identify the educational 
needs which can form a stronger base for developing the curriculum guide 
for an instructional program. Lighting conditions in all areas of the house 
can be included in this study. Different activities which are carried out 
in the house need to be identified as well as their locations so that ac­
curate assessment of their lighting needs can be made. Studies giving in­
formation on the types of housing, space distribution, and daylight 
utilization can be helpful guides in residential lighting design. • 
Light can be studied also as an element of design and how it affects 
the line, form, color, texture, and total atmosphere of the room. Study of 
lighting for various color conditions can contribute much to this area. 
Lighting should be used for visual comfort and to achieve predeter-
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mined emotional responses from the lighted environment. The emotional 
reactions of the people with various intensities of lighting and also with 
different colored lighting can be another important study. 
One step in identifying the educational needs in relation to light­
ing is the determination of the values of the people in regard to lighting 
practices. If they value immediate financial economy more than comfort 
and convenience, probably their course of action will follow accordingly. 
Lighting practices in various cultures can be studied in detail to see the 
differences associated with values, activity patterns, housing design, 
socio-economic levels and the emotional responses of the people. 
A survey of the eye defects of people according to age, occupation, 
and educational level will be useful information in understanding the im­
portance of proper lighting for seeing. 
Investigations regarding means of improving the designs of luminaires 
and supplementing electric light with other sources of light to obtain the 
desired quantity and quality can be studied as a basis for improvement in 
lighting conditions. 
Standardization of study desks for effective utilization of space and 
light is also an important aspect of study. 
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APPENDIX 
Open-ended Questionnaire 
Letter of instructions 
August 19, 1965 
Miss Elizabeth Beveridge 
Faculty of Home Science 
M.S. University of Baroda 
Baroda, India 
Dear Miss Beveridge: 
I appreciate your suggestions and information about my study, both 
at the time of our conference when you were in Ames in May and through 
your letters. Thank you very much for ordering the materials from Indian 
Standards. I am sure it will be of great help to me as the study 
progresses. 
As far as collecting data from Delhi and Bombay, it will be really 
worth-while and meaningful to get data from three places as representative 
samples from India. When Dr. Scruggs comes back after her vacation, I 
hope we can discuss it. In the meanwhile I can get some information from 
this open-ended questionnaire from Baroda. I am enclosing the open-end 
questionnaire at this time. This questionnaire does not contain all the 
information I need for the study. I have included in this only those ques­
tions the responses to which will give me some basis for developing the 
check list type questionnaire. Specific information like the actual 
measurement of the intensity of light on the study desk and surrounding 
areas and some of the other measurements need to be collected only once by 
the final questionnaire. 
I need at least 25 responses, and I would like for them all to be 
fourth-year students. Would it be possible to give this first question­
naire to the seniors in home management? If not, could you arrange to 
give the questionnaire to some combination of fourth year classes so I 
could get the needed number of responses? 
I was able to get this open-ended questionnaire ready a little earlier 
than I expected. I am appreciative of the prompt help and suggestions 
from Dr. Scruggs and Dr. Inman although they were so hard pressed for time 
this summer. Now I wonder whether it will be feasible for you to collect 
these data by the end of September so that I can work on the final one in 
fall quarter. 
I do not know whether the students will require any more clarification 
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about the study. I suppose there may be many questions you may have to 
answer while handing out the questionnaire. 
1) Do you think reading the third page in the questionnaire with 
them (where an outline of the answer for question No. 1 is given) 
will help the students to answer it better? 
2) In answering question No. 2 a), it would be more meaningful if 
they can possibly come prepared with the answer of the size of 
the room in which they usually study. (I can imagine the number 
of questions which will be raised otherwisel) 
3) I hope dittoing can be done there without much difficulty. The 
ditto master has been typed and is enclosed. 
Thanking you very much. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mariamma Mathew 
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Questionnaire 
August 19, 1965 
From: Miss Mariamma Mathew 
Household Equipment and 
Home Economics Education Dept. 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 
To: The Fourth Year Student 
Faculty of Home Science 
Baroda, India 
As a fourth year student, you are requested to respond to this ques­
tionnaire as adequately as you can. The information from this will be 
used to identify the existing study lighting for Home Science students in 
Baroda. 
During the course of your study, you may have become aware of the 
need for having some resource materials in Home Science which will be 
suitable for our Indian situations. Having realized this great need as 
a student of Home Science both in Delhi and in Baroda, I can see the need 
for some immediate action in this batter. Only with your cooperation can 
I identify the existing lighting conditions for studying and diagnose our 
educational needs in this area. Then I plan to develop a guide for teach­
ing home lighting for study and related purposes and also some resource 
materials applicable to our Indian situations. 
Your individual responses will be kept confidential and you need not 
write your name on the questionnaire. This will not be used for grading 
purposes. 
It will be greatly appreciated if you can describe your lighting con­
dition with diagrams, if possible, wherever necessary. An outline for de­
scribing the lighting conditions is given on page 3 for your reference in 
answering question 1. Please refer to it as you answer this question. 
Although distance is a great barrier, I am sure this study can ibe 
successfully conducted with your cooperation, and the cooperation of the 
Faculty of Home Science and especially with Miss Beveridge's help. 
Thanking you. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mariamma Mathew 
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(Check one) 
Place of residence Home 
Hostel 
Any other place (state where) 
Major C.D. 
H.M. C.T. 
F.N. Ed. Ex. 
1. (Some of the terms used in describing lighting are listed on page 3. 
If you are familiar with these terms, please use them in your dis­
cussion. If not, describe your lighting in terms which are familiar 
to you. Also, please check the completeness of your answer with 
information on page 3.) 
Describe your lighting arrangement for study in the place where you 
usually study. 
(In the first paragraph, write about the general lighting in the 
room in which you study and in the second paragraph, describe any 
additional light or lights which help you see at the study table. 
Please sketch the kind of lamp or shade if possible.) 
Paragraph 1. General lighting in room in which I study. 
Paragraph 2. Additional lighting at study table. 
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IF POSSIBLE, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING KINDS OF INFORMATION IN ANSWERING 
QUESTION NO. 1 ON PAGE 2 
A. Number of sources of light or fixtures 
B. Kinds of fixtures (Please sketch) 
1) Wall bracket 
2) Ceiling 
3) Portable lamps 
Table 
Floor 
4) Any Others 
C. Direction of light 
1) Direct 
2) Indirect 
3) Semi-direct or semi-indirect 
D. Kinds of bulbs 
1) Fluorescent 
Length 
Color 
2) Incandescent 
Clear 
Inside frosted 
E. Wattages of the bulbs 
F. Number of bulbs 
G. Diffusers 
1) Diffuser bowl 
2) Diffuser disc 
3) Shade itself 
H. Shades, if any 
1) Color 
Inside of the shade 
Outside of the shade 
2) Material 
Metal 
Cloth 
Paper 
Plastic 
Glass 
Pottery or china 
Others 
3) Shape (Please sketch) 
4) Opaque, translucent, or transparent 
5) Size 
Diameter of top 
Diameter of bottom 
Depth 
I. Height of lamp to lower edge of shade 
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J. Position of bulb 
1) Hidden by shade 
2) Partially seen 
3) All visible 
K. Placement of lamp in relation to person using light 
1) Above 
2) Right or left 
3) Front or back 
2. a) Draw the floor plan of the room with location of your table, major 
furniture, general lighting and additional lights, if any. Please 
indicate approximate size of the room and identify the major furni­
ture in the room. 
b) Describe the color and texture of the table cover, color of the 
wall and ceiling, draperies, bed spread, or other furnishings in 
which you study. 
3. a) Describe your usual study practices by answering the following 
questions; (This pertains only to studying in your residence). 
1) Where do you usually study? 
2) What are some of the other places where you occasionally study? 
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3) Approximately how long do you study with artificial light each 
24-hour period? 
4) What percent of your study time is spent at table study? 
5) For what other purposes do you use the table? 
6) What is your usual postural position when you study? 
7) How many people share the table which you use for studying? 
8) What lighting (general, only table lighting, or both) do you 
usually use when studying? 
b) Dèscribe briefly the problems, if any, you have experienced with 
your lighting arrangements for study. 
What suggestions would you give a friend who has asked you to help 
her get the best light for her study table? 
(Include suggestions for the light, the table and its cover, the 
dominant color of the furnishings in the room.) 
In a few words, describe your understanding of the meaning of the 
following terms or phrases. 
a) General lighting 
b) Task lighting 
c) Quantity of light 
d) Quality of light 
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e) Distribution of light 
f) Reflected light 
g) Glare 
h) Diffusion of light 
i) Characteristics of a good shade 
j) Lamp heights and spread of light 
k) Lamp heights and quantity of light 
1) Lamp heights and quality of light. 
Ill 
Final Instrument 
Instructions for administering the questionnaire 
1. This questionnaire should be given to all third year Home Science stu­
dents studying in Faculty of Home Science, Barodd. 
2. This can be referred to as a 'Lighting Questionnaire' to identify the 
existing artificial lighting conditions for studying for third year 
Home Science girls in Baroda. After diagnosing our educational needs 
in the area of artificial study lighting, I plan to develop a guide 
for teaching home lighting for study and related purposes. 
3. I would appreciate your briefly acquainting the students with the study 
and its purposes. Please explain that their individual responses will 
be kept confidential. I would like to be identified as an alumnae of 
the Faculty of Home Science from 62-64 who will be returning to the 
University of Baroda after completing the studies at Iowa State Uni­
versity. . 
4. In order to get a complete response, it may be better to administer 
the questionnaire in a class so that the students could clarify their 
doubts, if any, with the person who is administering the questionnaire. 
Some of the responses, however, cannot be answered in the class. For 
example, they will need to check the measurements at home to obtain 
the room dimensions and the lamp dimensions. Hence the students can 
take the questionnaire home to complete the responses. In any case 
they should return them to you by the next class period with complete 
answers. 
5. Part II should be completed in the class itself and they should not be 
allowed to consult each other. 
6. If the students need to know certain answers, please explain the pro­
cedure only without giving away the answers to specific questions. 
7. It will be greatly appreciated if you can make sure that the students 
write their name as well as roll number on the questionnaire. 
8. According to the roll call, please select every fifth girl and make a 
list of these girls. They will be the sample for interview purposes. 
I thank you immensely for all of the help and cooperation to make this 
study possible. 
Thanking you. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mariamma Mathew 
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Questionnaire 
Part 1 
Name of the student: 
Roll No: 
Place of residence: (check one) 
Home 
Hostel 
Any other place (specify) 
Dear respondent, 
Please check (X) appropriate answers about the artificial light in 
your study room in the space provided. 
Part A of Question 1 asks for information about general lighting and 
part B for task lighting in your room. In this study, general lighting in 
a room is referred to as artificial light(s) for the entire room, for 
example ceiling light(s) in the room or wall fixture(s) which light the 
whole room. 
Task lighting is lighting for specific tasks concentrated on the area 
of work, for example, lighting for reading, sewing, cooking, ironing, etc. 
In this study, task lighting is considered to be light from a portable lamp. 
The information from this will be used to identify the existing study 
lighting for Home Science students in their residence in Baroda. Only 
with your cooperation can the existing lighting conditions for study be 
investigated. Hence your earnest cooperation is requested. 
Thanking you. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mariamma Mathew 
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I. STUDY LIGHTING CONDITIONS 
A. General Lighting (Artificial Light) 
1. Do you have any general lighting fixtures for artificial 
light in your room where you usually study? 
a._ 
b. 
Yes 
No 
If yes, check from the following, the lighting fixtures simi­
lar to those for general lighting you have in your room. If 
different, please check other and sketch your lighting fix­
ture. If your answer is No, proceed to the B part of question L 
b. 
c. 
d. 
(other, please 
sketch) 
3. How many general lighting fixtures do you have in the room 
where you usually study? 
a . None 
b . One 
c . Two 
d . Three 
e . Other (indicate number) 
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DESCRIBE THE GENERAL LIGHTING FIXTURE NEAREST TO THE TABLE AT WHICH YOU 
STUDY FOR QUESTIONS 4-13 
4. What kind of bulb do you have for general lighting? 
a . fluorescent (tube light) 
b . incandescent clear glass 
c . incandescent inside frosted glass 
d . incandescent colored glass 
5. What is the wattage of your bulb? 
a. . 15 watts 
b . 20 watts 
c . 30 watts 
d . 40 watts 
e . 60 watts 
f . 75 watts 
g . 100 watts 
h . Other, specify . 
6. What is the source of the artificial light? 
a . ceiling light 
b . wall fixture 
c . Other, specify . 
7. Is the bulb enclosed in a globe or in a similar type of lighting fixture? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
8. Do you have a shade for your lighting fixture? 
a , Yes 
b. . No 
9. If yes, answer all the parts of this question. If no, proceed to 
question 10. 
a. What is the color of the outside of the shade? 
1 ) White or off white 
2 ) A light color 
3 ) A medium light color 
4 ) Dark or black color 
b. What is the color of the inside of the shade? 
1 ) White or off white 
2 ) A light color 
3 ) A medium light color 
4 ) Dark or black color 
c. Is the material out of which the shade is made 
1 ) opaque 
2 ) Transparent 
3 ) Translucent 
d. What is the material from which the shade is made? 
1 ) Metal 
2 ) Plastic 
3) "iFabric 
4) Pottery 
5 ) Glass 
6 ) Pap er 
7) Other, specify 
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The following diagrams indicate how to take the measurements of your shade 
for general lighting fixture. The bottom diameters are measured hori­
zontally and the depth of the shade is perpendicular to the diameter. 
Shade A Shade B 
O E P T H  
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
e. What is the diameter of the bottom of your light shade? 
1) More than 4" to 6" 
2) More than 6" to 8" 
3) More than 8" to 10" 
4) More than 10" to 12" 
5) More than 12" to 14" 
6) More than 14" to 16" 
7) Hther, specify 
f. What is the depth of your light shade? 
1) More than 4" to 6" 
2) More than 6" to 8" 
3) More than 8" to 10" 
4) More than 10" to 12" 
5) Other, specify 
g. If you have fluorescent light for general lighting, what is the length 
of the tube? 
1) 48" 
2) 36" 
3 ) 24" 
4 ) 18" 
5 ) Other, specify 
h. What is the direction of light rays from the light fixture? 
1 ) Direct (When all of the light rays fall directly on your work.) 
2 ) Indirect (When all the light rays are directed upwards and then 
reflect back on your work.) 
3 ) Semi-direct (When part of the light goes up, then reflects 
and part of the light falls directly on your work.) 
10. (Occasionally some lighting fixtures have an extra feature called 
'Diffuser' around the light bulb and inside of the shade to soften 
the light.) 
Do you have a diffuser in your lighting fixture? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
c. Don't know 
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11. If yes, what kind of diffuser do you have? 
a . Flat 
b . Bowl 
c . Other, specify 
12. When you are studying and the light is in use can you see the bulb? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
13. If yes, can you see 
a . All of the bulb 
b . Part of the bulb 
14. Where is the location of your general lighting fixture in relation 
to you while you study? 
a. Above on your left 
b. Above on your right 
c . Directly above you 
d. Above and back of you 
e. Above and in front of you 
f . Other, specify 
15. What are the dimensions of your room? Check the appropriate combina­
tions from the lengths and widths given below. 
a. Lengths b. Widths 
1) More than 8' to 10' 1) More than 6' to 8' 
2) More than 10' to 12' 2) More than 8' to 10' 
3) More than 12' to 14' 3) More than 10' to 12' 
4) More than 14' to 16' 4) More than 12' to 14' 
5) More than 16' to 18' 5) More than 14' to 16' 
6) Other, specify 6) Other, specify 
IF YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE GENERAL LIGHTING FIXTURE IN YOUR STUDY AREA, 
DESCRIBE THE SECOND ONE ON THIS PAGE. 
1. What kind of bulb do you have for general lighting? 
a . fluorescent (tube light) 
b . incandescent clear glass 
c . incandescent inside frosted glass 
d . incandescent colored glass 
2. What is the wattage of your bulb? 
a . 15 watts 
b . 20 watts 
c . 30 watts 
d . 40 watts 
e . 60 watts 
f . 75 watts 
g . 100 watts 
h . Other, specify 
3. What is the source of the artificial light? 
a . ceiling light 
b . wall fixture 
c . Other, specify 
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4. Is the bulb enclosed in a globe or in a similar type of lighting 
fixture? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
5. Do you have a shade for your lighting fixture? 
a , Yes 
b . No 
6. If yes, answer all the parts of this question. If no, proceed to 
Part B. 
a.What is the color of the outside of the shade? 
1) White or off white 
2 ) A light color 
3 ) A medium light color 
4-) Dark or black color 
b. What is the color of the inside of the shade? 
1) White or off white 
2 ) A light color 
3 ) A medium light color 
4 ) Dark or black color 
c. Is the material out of which the shade is made 
1 ) Opaque 
2 ) Transparent 
3 ) Translucent 
d. What is the material from which the shade is made? 
1 ) Metal 
2 ) Plastic 
3 ) Fabric 
4 ) Pottery 
5 ) Glass 
6 ) Paper 
7 ) Other, s p ecify 
e. What is the diameter of the bottom of your light shade? 
1) More than 4" to 6" 
2) More than 6" to 8" 
3) More than 8" to 10" 
4 ) More than 10" to 12" 
5) More than 12" to 14" 
6) More than 14" to 16" 
7) Other, specify 
f. What is the depth of your light shade? 
1) More than 4" to 6" 
2 ) More than 6" to 8" 
3 ) More than 8" to 10" 
4 ) More than 10" to 12" 
5 ) Other, specify 
g. If you have fluorescent light for general lighting, what is the 
length of the tube? 
1 ) 48" 
2) 36" 
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3) 24" 
4 ) 18" 
5 ) Other, specify 
h. What is the direction of light rays from the light fixture? 
1 ) Direct (When all of the light rays fall directly on your work.) 
2 ) Indirect (When all the light rays are directed upwards and 
thén reflect back on your work.) 
3 ) Semi-direct (When part of the light goes up, then reflects and 
part of the light falls directly on your work.) 
B. TASK LIGHTING 
Task lighting is lighting for specific tasks concentrated on the area of 
work, for example lighting for reading, sewing, cooking, ironing, etc. 
In this study, task lighting is considered to be light from a portable 
lamp. 
1. Do you have any portable lamps in your room for study purposes? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
2. If yes, check from the following, the portable lamps similar to the task 
lighting you have in your room. If different, please check other and 
sketch your task lighting. If your answer for 1 is No, proceed to C 
part of question I 
a. 
b. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
Other, specify by sketching 
3. What kind of portable lamp do you have? 
a, Table lamp 
_b. Floor lamp 
4. What kind of bulb do you have for your portable lamp? 
a. Fluorescent (tube light) 
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b . Incandescent clear glass 
c . Incandescent inside frosted glass 
d . Incandescent colored glass 
5. What is the wattage of your bulb? 
a . 15 watts 
b . 20 watts 
c . 30 watts 
d . 40 watts 
e . 60 watts 
f . Other, specify 
6. Do you have a shade for your portable lamp? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
7. If yes, answer all parts of this question. If no, proceed to question 8. 
a. What is the color of the outside of the shade? 
1) White or off white 
2 ) A light color 
3 ) A medium light color 
4 ) Dark or black color 
b. What is the color of the inside of the shade? 
1) White or off white 
2 ) A light color 
3 ) A medium light color 
4 ) Dark or black color 
c. Is the material out of which the shade is made 
1) Opaque 
2) Translucent 
3 ) Transparent 
d. What is the material from which the shade is made? 
1) Metal 
2 ) Plastic 
3 ) Fabric 
4 ) Pottery 
5 ) Glass 
6 ) Paper 
7 ) Other, specify 
e. What is the shape of your light shade? 
1) Flair at bottom 
2 ) Cylinder shaped 
3) Tall and narrow 
4 ) Gone shaped 
5 ) Other, specify 
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The following diagrams indicate how to take the measurements of your light 
shade. The top and bottom diameters are measured horizontally and the 
depth of the shade is measured perpendicular to the diameters. 
Shade A Shade B 
ftB TOP Din METER 
ftC DePTH 
EF S07T0M 
f. What is the diameter of the top of your light shade? 
1 ) More than 4" to 6" 
2) More than 6" to 8" 
3) More than 8" to 10" 
4) More than 10" to 12" 
5) More than 12" to 14" 
6 ) Other, specify 
g. What is the diameter of the bottom of your light shade? 
1) More than 6" to 8" 
2 ) More than 8" to 10" 
3) More than 10" to 12" 
4) More than 12" to 14" 
5 ) More than 14" to 16" 
6 ) Other, specify 
h. What is the depth of your light shade? 
1 ) More than 4" to 6" 
2) More than 6" to 8" 
3) More than 8" to 10" 
4) More than 10" to 12" 
5 ) Other, specify 
8. What is the height of your lamp from table top to lower edge of the 
shade? (Lamp should be kept in the usual position.) 
1) More than 8" to 10" 
2) More than 10" to 12" 
3) More than 12" to 14" 
4) More than 14" to 16" 
5 ) More than 16" to 18" 
6) More than 18" to 20" 
7 ) Other, specify 
9. What is the direction of light rays from the lamp? 
a . Direct (When all the light rays fall directly on your work.) 
b . Indirect (When all the light rays are directed upwards and then 
reflect back on your work.) 
c . Semi-direct (When part of the light goes up, then reflects and 
part of the light falls directly on your work.) 
10. Occasionally, some portable lamps have a bowl shaped or flat diffuser 
below the bulb to soften the light. Do you have a diffuser in your lamp? 
a . Yes 
b. No 
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11. If yes, what shape of diffuser do you have? 
a . Flat 
b . Bowl 
c. Other, specify_^ 
12. When you are studying and the light is in use, can you see the bulb? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
13. If yes, can you see 
a . All of the bulb 
b. Part of the bulb 
14. Wïïëre is the location of your lamp in relation to you while you study? 
a . Directly in front of you 
b . In front and to the left 
c . In front and to the right 
d . Back of you 
e . Other, specify 
15. Is the weight of your lamp base 
a . Heavy 
b . Medium 
c . Light 
16. Is your lamp base finish 
a . Shiny 
b . Dull 
c . Other, specify 
C. QUALITY OF LIGHT 
1. Is your study light 
a . Dim 
b . Neither dim nor bright 
c . Very bright 
2. Is the surrounding area of your study table 
a . Totally dark 
b . Somewhat dark 
c. Well lighted 
3. What is the color of the surface of your work table? 
a . White or off white 
b . A light color 
c . A medium light color 
d . Dark or black color 
4. Is your work surface on which you write 
a . Shiny 
b . Dull 
5. Do you use any table cover? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
6. If yes, what color table color do you use? 
a. White or off white in color 
b . A medium light color 
c . A light color 
d . Dark or black color 
e . Other, specify 
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7. Is the light from your lamp spread 
a. Over more than half of your study table 
b . Over about a fourth of your study table 
c . Only on the book 
8. Is the light from your lamp 
a . Clear and bright 
b . Diffused 
9. Do you have problems of shadows on your work when you study? 
a . Yes 
b . No 
10. If there are other problems regarding lighting of your study area, 
please list them below: 
II. Describe the set up of your study area? 
A. 
1. Where do you usually study in the night in your residence? 
a . living room 
b . Bed room 
c . Study room 
d . Kitchen 
e . Dining room 
f . Lounge 
g . Hostel room 
h . Stair case 
i . Other, specify 
2. How many people usually share the room where you study? 
a . No one else 
b . One other person 
c. Two other persons 
d. Three others 
e . Others, specify 
3. What is your usual postural position when you study? 
a . Sit at table 
b . Sit on sofa 
c . Sit on divan 
d . lie on bed 
e . Sit on feed 
f . Other, specify 
4. If you study at a table, how many people usually share your study 
table? 
a . No one else 
b . One other person 
c. Two other persons 
d. Three other persons 
e . Other, specify 
5. Where is your table located? 
a . Against window 
b. Against wall 
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c . In the center of the room 
d . Other, specify 
6. How much space is available for your individual use on the table? 
a. 2' X 2' 
b . 2%' X 2> ' 
c . 2^ ' X 2%' 
d . 3' X 2%' 
e . 3' X 3* 
f . Other, specify 
7. What is the color of the wall nearest to your study area? 
a . White or off white 
b . A light color 
c . A medium light color 
d . Dark color 
e . Other, specify 
8. What is the color of the ceiling? 
a. White or off white 
b . A light color 
c . A medium light color 
d. Dark color 
e . Other, specify 
9. What is the color of the floor? 
a. White in color 
b . A light color 
c . A medium light color 
d . A dark or black color 
e . Other, specify 
B. Duration of study time 
1. How long do you usually study with artificial light per night in 
your residence? 
a . More than 2 hrs. to 4 hrs. 
b . More than 4 hrs. to 6 hrs. 
c . More than 6 hrs. to 8 hrs. 
d . Other, specify 
2. What proportion of the study time do you study with artificial light 
at a table? 
a. All the time 
b . Half the time 
c . Three-fourths of the time 
d . One-third of the time 
e. Two-thirds of the time 
f . One-fourth of the time 
g . Other, specify 
3. If you do not spend most of your study time with artificial light 
at a table, where do you usually study? 
a . Bed 
b. Divan 
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c . Stair case 
d . Sofa 
e . Other, specify 
C. Type of lighting used for studying 
1. What kind of lighting do you use when you study? 
a . General lighting only 
b . Portable lighting only 
c . Both general and portable lighting simultaneously. 
Knowledge test including key 
Part I Name: 
Roll No. 
III. Please (X) check the best answer from the alternative choices. 
A. The type of lighting fixture that gives the greatest quantity of 
light on the table is 
1. X Direct 
2 . Diffused 
3 . Indirect 
4 . Semi-direct 
5 . Don't know 
B. The interior of a shade should be 
1. % White 
2 . Yellow 
3 . Blue 
4 . Green 
5 . Soft rose _ 
6 . Don't know 
G. The glare produced when a sheet of white typing paper is placed on a 
dark green blotter is known as glare by 
1. X Contrast 
2 . Reflection 
3 . Direct source 
4 . Don't know 
D. Light that is most comfortable on the eye is 
1 . Reflected 
2. Refracted 
3. ^  Diffused 
4 . Transmitted 
5 . Don't know 
B. -iRaising the height of a lamp causes the spread of the light on the 
table to 
1. ^  Increase 
2 . Decrease 
3 . Be unchanged 
4. Don't know 
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F. The glare produced when a single direct light is the only light in a 
dark room is known as glare by 
1 . Reflection 
2. X Contrast 
3 . Diffusion 
4. Absorption 
5 . Don't know 
G. A lamp with a metal reflector so placed that all of the light falls on 
the surface of your desk would provide 
1 . Diffused light 
2. X Direct light 
3 . Comfortable light 
4 . Indirect light 
5 . Semi-direct light 
6 . Don't know 
H. The type of lamp bulb recommended for reading purposes in a lamp with­
out diffusing bowl would be 
1 . Incandescent blue bulb 
2 . Incandescent clear bulb 
3. X Inside frosted bulb 
4 . Don't know 
I. The amount of light from a fluorescent lamp as compared to that of an 
incandescent lamp of the same wattage is 
1 Twice 
2. X Thrice 
3. More than thrice 
4 . One-half 
5 . One-third 
6 . Some 
7 . Don't know 
J. Mary bought a new study desk. To protect the top from scratches, she 
purchased a glass cover. Illumination from the study lamps will be 
1 . Comfortable 
2. X Uncomfortable 
3 . Don't know 
(Check the appropriate reason from the following.) 
Reason: Reflection from polished material is 
1 . Spread 
2 . Diffused 
3. X Regular 
K. From the following three sets, select one from each set so that you 
have the best combination for a student's study situation. 
1 2 
a. White blotter a. Transparent shade for light 
b. X Light grayed blotter b. X Translucent shade for light 
c . Dark grayed blue c. Opaque 
d . Bright red blotter 
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3 
a . 100 watts inside frosted glass bulb 
b . 100 watts clear glass bulb 
c. X 100 watts inside frosted glass bulb 
with diffusing bowl. 
L. Mary is a tall, fair person. She is right handed. She has a table 
lamp on her desk which has a flexible stem and a brass shade which is 
bowl shaped and a 60 watt incandescent clear glass bulb. The lamp is 
placed on the table to the right. 
What do you think of Mary's lighting arrangement? 
1 . Good 
2. X Poor 
3 . Don't know 
(Support your answer by choosing the best reasons from the following.) 
Reasons : 
1 . Most of the light is directed on the task so that she can see 
accurately. 
2 . She can change the height of the lamp according to the level 
she needs. 
3. ^ The intensity of the light on the task is much greater than on 
the surrounding area. 
4. More light will be available from the clear glass bulb. 
5. Glare can be caused by this lighting arrangement. 
6 . The brass shade is attractive for the room. 
7. X Shadows will be formed on the work when she writes. 
8 . The amount of light is adequate for the task. 
Procedure for training the interviewer 
1. Set up a study table in the class room with task lighting (portable 
lamp) on it. 
2. Have the general lighting as well as the task lighting on. 
3. Demonstrate how the light meter is used to measure the quantity of 
light in fux-ûtcandles. 
4. Choose any reasonable position on the table for the placement of the 
book. 
5. Place the measuring frame in such a way that the center front of the 
person (who would be studying at the table) and the center front of the 
frame coincide. 
6. Refer to figure 1 before taking ehe measurements. 
7. Demonstrate how to take the ftocxr-tcandle readings at the 
a. center of the book (1 fig. 1) 
b. upper left corner of the frame (2 fig. 1) 
c. upper right corner of the frame (3 fig. 1) 
d. Lower left corner of the frame (4 fig. 1) 
e. Lower right corner of the frame (5 fig. 1) 
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and also 15" straight out from the measuring frame in the same 
horizontal plane, from the 
f. upper corner of the frame (6 fig. 1) 
g. left side corner of the frame (7 fig. 1) 
h. right side corner of the frame (8 fig. 1) 
i. left side center of the frame (9 fig. 1) 
j. right side center of the frame (10 fig. 1) 
8. Demonstrate how to take the fcojitcandle readings at the farthest end 
of the room near the wall facing the reader. 
9. Instruct them about the variations in readings due to color differ­
ences from dress and also due to different wgys of handling the meter. 
10. If two or more persons take measurements, please be sure that they 
wear almost the same colored dress. 
11. Instruct them to use metal tape or meter stick to measure distances. 
12. After taking a set of readings, check the readings taken by the inter­
viewers with those taken by Miss Beveridge. If different, repeat the 
demonstration and make sure they have followed the correct procedures. 
13. Please review the instructions for the interviewers on page (I-l) 
and also (1-2) and (1-3) with them. 
14. Please teach the interviewers how to recognize direct light, indirect 
light and semi-direct light and also a diffuser in a lighting fixture. 
15. Please give directions for measuring angle (use of protractor) in 
part (f) of question II on page (1-3). 
Instructions for the interviewer 
1. Visit the home while the student (who answered the questionnaire) is 
at home. 
2. Take the light meter readings after it gets dark. 
3. Note the time of the day and date. 
4. Follow the instructions carefully regarding the use of light meter. 
5. Read the meter accurately. 
6. In order to avoid variations in readings due to color differences from 
dress please wear the same colored dress every time when you take the 
light meter readings. 
7. Please do not have more than two persons near the light meter while 
taking the light meter readings. 
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8. Use a metal tape or meter stick to measure distances. 
9. While taking the measurements, please be sure to have the books and 
portable lamp in the same place as they are normally placed by the 
student. 
Interview schedule 
Name: 
Roll no: 
Date: 
Time: 
Place: 
1. General information about the lighting in the study area. 
A. General lighting (artificial light) 
1. Does she have artificial lighting fixtures in the 
room where she usually studies? _ 
2. If yes, how many? _ 
3. What kind of bulb is used in the lighting fixture 
nearest to the table at which she studies? _ 
(fluorescent, incandescent clear, incandescent 
inside frosted or colored) _ 
4. Does she have a shade for the light? _ 
5. If yes, is the material out of which the shade 
is made opaque, translucent or transparent? _ 
6. Does she have a diffuser in the lighting fixture? _ 
7. If yes, what shape of diffuser is used? (flat or bowl) _ 
B. Task lighting 
1. Does she have any portable lighting in her room for study 
purposes? _ 
2. What kind of bulb is used in it? (fluorescent, in­
candescent clear, incandescent inside frosted or 
colored) 
3. Does she have a diffuser in the lamp? +_ 
4. If yes, what shape of diffuser is used? (flat or bowl) _ 
5. Is there a shade for the lamp? 
6. If yes, is the material out of which the shade is 
made opaque, translucent or transparent? _ 
7. What is the direction of light from the lamp? 
(direct, indirect or semi-direct) 
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8. When you sit at the table arid when the light is in use, 
can you see all of the bulb, part of the bulb or none 
of the bulb? 
9. If you see the bulb, do you see the bulb below eye 
level, above eye level or at eye level? 
10. Where is the lamp placed in relation to the side of 
the person sitting at the table? (right, left or 
directly in front) 
11. Is the student left handed or right handed? 
II. Measurements for portable lamps 
Place the book on the table as it is usually placed by the student. 
Then place the measuring frame on the table such that, the center 
front of the person and the center front of the frame coincide. 
Refer to figure 1 before taking the measurements c. 
^ FiauRE- 1- nau»e 
a. What is t^^^istance from the bottom of the 
shade to the table top? (A fig. 1) a.^ inches 
b. What is the perpendicular distance between 
the edge of the table next to the reader and 
the center of the lamp base? (B fig. 1) b. inches 
c. What is the distance from the lamp base to the 
center of the book if the center of the book is in 
line with the lamp base and if it is not, the 
perpendicular distance from the lamp base to a 
line extended from the center of the book? (C fig.l) c. inches 
d. What is the perpendicular distance from the center 
of the book and the front edge of the table? 
(D fig. 1) d. inches 
e. What is the perpendicular distance from the center 
of the book and the right side of the measuring 
frame? (E fig. 1) e. inches 
f. What is the direct distance from the center of f. inches 
the book to the lamp base (F fig. 1) and specify 
the angle (F2 fig. 1) fo.a-ainches 
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III. Quantity of light available on the task and surroundings 
a. Take the foot candle readings at the center of 
the book. (1 in fig. 2) 
b. Take the foot candle readings at the four corners of 
the measuring frame (2,3,4, and 5 in fig. 2) 
1. upper left corner (2 fig. 2) 
2. upper right corner (3 fig. 2) 
3. Rear left corner (4 fig. 2) 
4. Rear right corner (5 fig. 2) 
c. Measure 15" out from the measuring frame in the same 
horizontal plane and take the foot candle readings 
in the following specific locations if possible. 
(6,7,8,9 and 10 in fig. 2). If the table is near 
the wall, specify that and take the possible 
readings. 
1. 15" straight out from the upper center 
of the frame (6 fig. 2) 
2. 15" straight out from the left corner of 
the frame (7 fig. 2) 
3. 15" straight out from the right corner of 
the frame (8 fig. 2) " 
4. 15" straight out from the left side center 
of the frame (9 fig. 2) 
5. 15" straight out from the right side center 
of the frame (10 fig. 2) 
d. Take the foot candle readings at the farthest end 
of the room near the wall facing the reader. 
Name of the interviewer: 
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Coding -Plan 
Coding plan for analyzing the lighting conditions 
Variable no. Explanation of variables reported: 
1. The quantity of light was coded as the actual lumens per square foot. 
2. Visibility of lighted lamp (while studying) for the nearest general 
light and task light. 
3 = see the lamp 
1 = cannot see the lamp 
2 = no response 
3. Kind of lamp used for the nearest general and task lighting. 
3 = incandescent clear and colored 
2 = incandescent white 
1 = fluorescent 
2 = no response 
4. Shielding of the lamp for the nearest general lighting and task 
lighting 
4 = no shielding 
3 = transparent shielding 
2 = opaque shielding 
1 = transluscent shielding 
2.5= no response 
(To obtain the direct glare score, the score for the general and task 
light was added to get the total score for each student for items 2, 
3 and 4.)-
5. Characteristic of work surface was coded as follows: 
3 = shiny 
1 = dull 
2 = no response 
6. Characteristic of lamp base was coded as follows: 
3 = shiny 
1 = dull 
2 = no response 
9 = Not applicable* 
(Reflected glare score was the sum of items 5 and 6.) 
Not applicable responses were excluded from any scores for this and 
the subsequent items. 
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7. Surrounding area in relation to light at the task was coded 
2 = somewhat dark 
1 = well lighted 
1.5= no response 
8. Kind of task light in relation to general light was coded 
8 = task light only 
6 = task light with less than 30 lumens per square foot 
4 = task light with more than 30 lumens per square foot 
2 = general light only 
5 = no response 
(Score for glare by contrast was sum of items 7 and 8.) 
9. Direction of light from the light source (Mean score for general 
and task light was taken.) 
5 = no response 
2 = direct 
5 = indirect 
8 = semi-direct 
10. Kind of lamp used in the light source (Mean score for general and 
task light was taken.) 
2 = no response 
1 = incandescent clear and colored lamp 
2 = incandescent white 
3 = fluorescent 
11. Kind of shade used in the light sources (Mean score for the general 
and task light was taken.) 
2.5= no response 
1 = opaque shade 
2 = bare bulb 
3 = transparent shade 
4 = transluscent shade 
12. Shape of the shade of task light 
2 = no response 
1 = cone and bowl 
2 = tall and narrow 
3 = cylinder shaped and flair at bottom 
9 = not applicable. 
13. Size of shade, bottom diameter (Mean for general light and task light 
•for the lights with shades was calculated.) 
2 = no response 
1 = small, less than 4 inches 
2 = medium, 4-10 inches 
3 = large, more than 10 inches 
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14. Size of the shade, depth of the shade (Mean for general and task light 
was taken.) 
2 = no response 
1 = small, less than 4 inches 
2 = medium, 4-8 inches 
3 = large, more than 8 inches 
15. Top diameter of the shade of task light was coded as follows: 
2 = no response 
1 = small, less than 4 inches 
2 = medium, 4-6 inches 
3 = large, more than 6 inches 
9 = not applicable 
16. Height of the lamp 
2 = no response 
1 = small, less than 4 inches 
2 = medium, 4-10 inches 
3 = large, 10-14 inches 
9 = not applicable 
17. Size of the lamp used in the light sources (Mean for general and task 
lights was calculated.) 
3.5= no response 
1 = 40 and 60 watts incandescent lamp 
2 = 100 watts incandescent lamp 
3 = 18 inches fluorescent lamp 
4 = 24 inches fluorescent lamp 
5 = 36 inches fluorescent lamp 
6 = 48 inches fluorescent lamp 
18. Spread of light over the task area was coded as follows: 
2 = no response 
1 = only on the book 
2 = over one-fourth of the table 
3 = over half of the table 
(The score for distribution was a sum of items 10 through 18.) 
19. Color of the exterior of the shade (Mean for general and task light 
was taken.) 
2.5= no response 
1 = dark to black 
2 = medium light 
3 = light 
4 = white or off white 
20. Color of the interior of the shade (Mean for general and task light 
were taken.) 
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2.5= no response 
1 = dark or black 
2 = medium light 
3 = light 
4 = white or off white 
21. Characteristic of lamp base was coded as follows: 
2 = no response 
1 = shiny 
3 = dull 
9 = not applicable 
22. Reflectance level of work surface by color* was coded as follows: 
2.5= no response 
1 = dark to black 
2 = medium light 
3 = light 
4 = white or off white 
23. Reflectance level of work surface by texture was coded as follows; 
2 = no response 
1 = shiny 
3 = dull 
24. Color of the ceiling* was coded as follows: 
2.5= no response 
1 = dark to black 
2 = medium light 
3 = light 
4 = white or off white 
25. Color of the wall* was coded as follows: 
2.5= no response 
1 = dark to black 
2 = medium light 
3 = light 
4 = white or off white 
2 6. Color of the floor* was coded 
2.5= no response 
1 = dark to black 
2 = medium light 
3 = light 
4 = white or off white 
*The coding plan issbased on existing conditions of inadequate quantity 
of light. If optimum conditions regarding quantity of light prevailed, the 
plan would be different. 
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27. Kind of lamp used in the light source 
2 = no response 
1 = incandescent clear 
2 = incandescent white 
3 = fluorescent 
28. Shielding of the light source (Mean for general and task light was 
taken.) 
2,5= no response 
1 = no shielding 
2 = transparent shielding 
3 = opaque shielding 
4 = transluscent shielding 
29. Nature of the light from the lamp 
2 = no response 
1 = clear and bright 
3 = diffused 
30. Type of lights used for studying was divided into three categories: 
2 = no response 
1 = task light only 
2 = general light only 
3 = task light and general light 
31. Duration of study time 
2 = no response 
1 = less than 2 hours 
2 = 2-4 hours 
3 = more than 4 hours 
32. Actual number of hours of study with artificial light at the table 
was categorized into three groups: 
2 = no response 
1 = less than 1 hour 
2=1-2 hours 
3 = more than 2 hours 
33. Space available for individual use was categorized in four groups; 
2.5= no response 
1 = less than 4 square feet 
2 = 4-6 square feet 
3 = 6-8 square feet 
4 = more than 8 square feet 
34. Location of study area was coded as follows: 
1 = study room 
2 = living room 
3 = bedroom 
4 = kitchen 
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5 = dining room 
6 = hostel room 
7 = lounge 
35. Desk placement in the room was categorized as follows: 
2 = no response 
1 = against a window 
2 = in the center of the room 
3 = against the wall or corner of the room 
36. Postural position while studying 
2 = no response 
1 = lie on bed 
2 = sit on divan, bed or sofa 
3 = sit at table 
37. Other places of study 
2 = no response 
1 = staircase, gallery 
2 = bad, divan 
3 = sofa 
38. Recognition of problem was coded according to whether they recognized 
any problems in their lighting arrangement or not. 
1.5=no response 
1 = no 
2 = yes 
39. Sharing of room was coded according to the number of persons sharing 
the room 
1 = no one else 
2 = one other person 
3 = two other persons 
4 = more than two persons 
40. Sharing of table was also coded according to the number of persons 
sharing the table. 
1 = no one else 
2 = one other person 
3 = two other persons 
4 = more than two persons 
41. Number of general lights in the study area was recorded as the actual 
number of lights in the room. 
1 = one 
2 = two 
3 = three 
4 = four 
5 = five 
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42. Presence of task light in the study area was coded according to 
whether the task light was present or not. 
1 = no 
2 = yes 
43. Actual quantity of light at the task was recorded in foot candles. 
Coding plan for the analysis of relationships 
Variable no. Explanation of variables reported: 
1. Actual score for knowledge about lighting. 
2. Actual quantity of light was recorded in lumens per square foot, based 
on the calculation according to lumen value of lamps manufactured in 
the United States. 
3. Actual score for glare. 
4. Actual score for direction. 
5. Actual score for distribution. , 
6. Actual score for reflection. 
7. Actual score for diffusion. 
8. Type of lighting used for studying was coded as follows: 
1 = task light only 
2 = general light only 
3 = general light and task light 
2 = no response. 
9. Proportion of study at table was coded according to the number of hours 
studied at the table. 
1 = less than 1 hour 
2=1-2 hours 
3 = more than two hours 
2 = no response 
10. Usual study posture was coded as follows: 
1 = lie on bed 
2 = sit on divan, bed or sofa 
3 = sit at table 
2 = no response 
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11. Desk placement was coded as follows: 
1 = against the window 
2 = in the center of the room 
3 = against the wall or in the corner of the room 
12. Recognition of problem was coded as to whether the candidate recognized 
any problem in her lighting for study. 
1 = no 
2 = yes - -
1.5= no response 
13. Space available for study was coded according to the number of square 
feet of space available for study. 
1 = less than 4 square feet 
2 = 4-6 square feet 
3 = 6.1-8 square feet 
4 = more than 8 square feet 
2.5= no response 
14. Sharing of the table was coded according to the number of people 
sharing the table. 
1 = no one else 
2 = one other person 
3 = two other persons 
4 = more than two other persons 
15. Sharing of room 
1 = no one else 
2 = one other person 
3 = two other persons 
4 = more than two other persons 
Scoring plan for evaluating the adequacy of lighting conditions 
Variable no. Explanation of the variables reported: 
I. Quantity of light was scored based on some of the known standards. 
The total points allotted for quantity of light was 40 out of 100. 
Cases below 30 lumens, the recommendation for quantity of light ac­
cording to the Indian standards Institute, were given a score of 10 
points; 31 through 50 lumens were given a score of 20 points; 51 
through 70 lumens were given a score of 30 points; and above 70 lumens, 
the recommended minimum by the General Electric Company of the United 
States, were given a score of 40 points. 
II. Quality of light was scored according to the factors contributing to 
good quality lighting for studying. Total points allotted for quality 
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of light were 40 points out of 100. Equal weights were given to 
quantity and quality of lighting because both are equally important 
in a lighting installation. 
The breakdown of the 40 points for quality of light is as follows; 
A. Glare 8 
Direct glare 3 
Score of 14-18 —-----1 
Score of 9-13 —2 
Score of 5-8 3 
Reflected glare 2 
Score of 4-6 —— -1 
Score of 1-3 —2 
Glare by contrast 3 
Score of 8-10 ——«—1 
Score of 5-7 -—-----2 
Score of 2-4 —-----_3 
B. Direction 5 
Score of less than -
Score of 3—4 —————————3 
Score of 5 and above—5 
C. Distribution 5 
Score of 5-11————1 
Score of 12-18———3 
Score of 19-25———5 
Diffusion 5 
Score of 3-5— ——1 
Score of 6-7- -——«3 
Score above 7—5 
E. Reflectance of surroundings 9 
Color of ceiling 3 
Score of 1— —0 
Score of 2- — -1 
Score of 3-- _»2 
Score of 4— -—..««3 
Color of wall 3 
Score of 1— ——0 
Score of 2— 
Score of 3-—————2 
Score of 4————————————3 
Color of the floor 3 
Score of 1—————0 
Score of 2—«———1 
Score of 3-- —2 
Score of 4——.—>—3 
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F. Reflectance from the shade of the luminaire 
Score of 1*1*2—***^——^*1 
Score of 2.1-3 ———2 
Score of 3.1-4 ———3 
G. Reflectance of work surface 
by color 
Score of 1 ——---——0 
Score of 2 -— —1 
Score of 3 —-—2 
Score of 4 —3 
by texture 
Score of 1 —1 
Score of 3 -— -__-_2 
III. Related Conditions 
Desk size 3 
Score of 1 -————2 
Score of 2 -—-3 
Score of 3 ———— -2 
Score of 4 ——1 
Desk placement 5 
Score of 1 — — 
Score of 2 ———3 
Score of 3 — -5 
Study posture 5 
Score of 1 ——1 
Score of 2 ———3 
Score of 3 —-———--5 
Type of lights used 7 
Score of 1 — ——1 
Score of 2 —————3 
Score of 3 -7 
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Tables of Additional Data 
Table 39. Quantity of light in lumens per square foot calculated on the 
basis of lumen value of lamps manufactured in the United States 
Lumen per sq. ft. 
Hostel Home Total 
No. 
— % No. % No % 
Less than 30 53 96.36 48 87.27 101 91.81 
31-50 2 3.64 6 10.91 8 7.27 
51-70 0 0.00 1 1.82 2 1.82 
More than 70 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Table 40. Percent of agreement between responses of interviewer and students 
Variables Hostel students Home students 
Presence of general light 100 100 
Number of general lights 100 90 
Kind of lamp uséd 92 80 
Presence of shade 77 90 
Kind of shade 92 90 
Presence of task light 92 80 
Kind of lamp for task light 100 100 
Presence of shade for task light 100 80 
Kind of shade 100 100 
Direction of light 100 100 
Visibility of lighted lamp while studying 100 70 
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Table 41. Distribution of students according to the scores on visibility 
of lighted bulbs while studying 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1-2 21 38.18 21 38.18 42 38.18 
3-4 27 49.09 18 32.72 45 40.90 
5-6 7 12.73 16 29.10 23 20.90 
Table 42. Distribution of students according to the scores on the kind 
of lamp used 
Hostel Home Total 
Score ' No. % No. % No. % 
1-2 30 54.54 9 16.36 39 35.45 
2.1-4 16 29.10 23 41.82 39 35.45 
4.1-6 9 16.36 . 23 41.82 32 29.10 
Table 43. Distribution of students according to the scores on shielding 
of the lamp 
Score Hostel Home Total 
— No. % No. % No. % 
1-2 27 49.10 15 27.27 42 38.18 
3—4 21 38.18 22 40.00 43 39.09 
5 and above 7 12.72 18 32.73 25 22.73 
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Table 44. Distribution of students according to the characteristics of 
work surface 
Work surface Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Shiny 6 10.91 21 38.18 27 24.55 
Bull 43 78.18 32 58.18 75 68.18 
No response 6 10.91 2 3.64 8 7.27 
Table 45. Distribution of students according to the characteristics of 
lamp base 
Lamp base Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Shiny- 5 9.09 14 25.45 19 17.27 
Dull 7 12.73 19 34.56 26 23.63 
Not applicable 43 78.18 22 40.00 65 59.10 
Table 46. Distribution of students according 
tion level of surrounding area of 
to the scores 
task 
on the illumina-
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No % No. % 
1 14 25.45 18 32.13 32 29.10 
2 41 74.55 37 67.27 78 70.90 
Table 47. Distribution of students according to scores on 
lumination in relation to general illumination 
the task il-
Score Hostel Home Total 
No % No % No. % 
8 0 0.00 8 14.55 8 7.27 
6 12 21.82 18 32.73 30 27.27 
4 • 0 0.00 3 5.45 3 2.73 
2 43 78.18 26 47.27 69 62.73 
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Table 48. Distribution of students according to the scores on the kind 
of lamp used in the light source 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1 15 27.27 28 50.91 43 39.09 
1.1-2 29 52.73 22 40.00 51 46.36 
2.1-3 11 20.00 5 9.09 16 14.55 
Table 49. Distribution of students according to the scores on the shielding 
of the lamp 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1-2 22 40.00 17 30.91 39 35.45 
2.1-3 30 54.55 23 41.82 53 48.18 
3.1-4 3 5.45 15 27.27 18 16.37 
Table 50. Distribution of students according to the shape of the shade of 
task light 
Shape of Hostel Home Total 
shade No. % No. % No. % 
Cone and bowl 8 14.55 26 47.27 34 30.91 
Cylinder and flair 3 5.45 5 9.09 8 7.27 
Not applicable 44 80.00 24 43.64 58 .61.82 
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Table 51. Distribution of students according to the score on the size of 
the bottom diameter of the shade 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No, % No. . % No. % 
1 1 1.82 2 3.64 3 2.73 
2 36 65.45 42 76.36 78 70.91 
3 1 1.82 5 9.09 6 5.45 
Not applicable 17 30.91 6 10.91 23 20.91 
Table 52. Distribution of students according to the score on the depth 
of the shade 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1 9 16. 37 9 16. 37 18 16. 37 
2 28 50. 90 37 66. 37 65 59. 09 
3 1 1. 82 3 5. 45 4 3. 63 
Not applicable 17 30. ,91 6 10. ,91 23 20. ,91 
Table 53. Distribution of students according to the score on the size of 
the top diameter of task light 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. < I  
1 6 10 .90 12 21 .81 18 16 .37 
2 5 9 .10 16 14 .54 21 19 .09 
3 0 0 .00 3 5 .45 3 2, .73 
Not applicable 44 00 o
 
o
 
24 43 .64 68 61, .81 
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Table 54. Distribution of students according to the score on the height 
of the study lamp 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No, % No. % No. % 
1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.50 
2 5 9.09 11 20.00 16 14.54 
3 6 10.91 22 40.00 28 25.45 
Not applicable 44 80.00 22 40.00 66 60.00 
Table 55. Distribution 
of lamp used 
of the students according to the score on the size 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1 42 76.37 36 65.45 78 70.90 
1.1-2 3 5.45 4 7.27 7 6.37 
2.1-3 1 1.81 9 16.37 10 9.09 
Over 3 9 16.37 6 10.91 15 13.64 
Table 56. Distribution of students according to the score on the spread 
of light over the task area 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1 1 1, .82 4 7, .27 5 4. ,54 
2 10 18, .18 13 23, .64 23 20. 91 
3 23 41, .82 33 60. 00 56 50. 91 
No response 21 38. 18 5 9. 09 26 23. 64 
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Table 57. Distribution of students according to the score on the kind of 
lamp used in the light source 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No % No. % No. % 
1 14 25.45 29 52.73 43 39.09 
2 29 52.73 20 36.37 49 44.54 
3 12 21.82 6 10.90 18 16.37 
Table 58. Distribution of students according to the score on kind of shade 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1-2 26 47.27 15 27.27 42 38.18 
2.1-3 22 40.00 21 38.18 43 39.09 
3.1-4 7 12.73 9 16.37 16 14.54 
Table 59. Distribution of students according to the : 
of light from the lamps 
scores on the nature 
Score Hostel Home Total 
No. % No % No. % 
1 29 52, .73 43 78, .18 72 65. 45 
3 11 1. 82 4 7, .27 5 4. 55 
No response 25 45. 45 8 14. ,55 33 30. ,00 

